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THE prisoners taken
by the rival armies in
Mexico need not wor- ry about the board,
They die before the
first meal.
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patches of his reported action in ordering the combatants to. cease firing
at one time yesterday. It was pointed out, however, that the. admiral had
the widest powers to act In his discretion. Although the admiral's re
ports came to Washington by cable,
he is using the wireless to transmit
them to Consul Canada at Vera Cruz,
who is sending them by cable from
that point.
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UP TO 1 O'CLOCK TODAY THEY
STILL ARE HOLDING POSSESSION OF THE PLACE
Washington, Dee. 13. Rear Admiral Fletcher cabled from Tampion under date of 1 a. m. today, that at 4
p. m. yesterday he had ordered all
Americans out of the city and that
before midnight he had transferred
about 500, who were aboard the
Wheeling and Tacoma, to the battleships Virginia, Rhode Island and New
Jersey.
All Foreigners Are Safe
The admiral reported that all foreign women and children were out
of the city at 1 o'clock this morning,
but that some men preferred to remain. He also stated that the situation was "getting worse" and that
skirmishing continued, with the Mexican gunboat Bravo shelling the position of the constitutionalists.
Admiral Fletcher asked the navy
department to make public announcement that all foreigners were safe
and that it was impossible to send
personal messages to all who have
relatives on the ships. The navy department has engaged the Ward liner
- Morro
Castle,' Avhich will' arrive at
Tampico early tomorrow, to receive
such refugees as may wish to leave.
Dispatches from Rear Admiral
Fletcher at Tampico, received here
early today and sent late last night,
eay the American admiral had peremptorily ordered the fighting to
stop.
Admiral Fletcher's dispatches were
withheld from publication until after
they had been submitted to Secretary
who
Bryan and Secretary Daniels,
was late in getting back from Baltimore. The battleship New jersey
to
has been ordered from Tuxpam
Tampico to join the American fleet
In the fighting.
,
To Protect Spaniards
Secretary Bryan today Instructed
Consul Letcher at Chihuahua to protest to General Francisco Villa, the
constitutionalist commander, against
the expulsion of Spanish subjects from
that city. Secretary Bryan's action
was taken on representations made
by the Spanish ambassador. No official word has reached the department concerning the threatened con.
fiscation of the property of the
Span-lards-

The navy department later Issued

this statement:
"A
from
from
day,

cablegram has been received
Rear Admiral Fletcher, sent
Tampico,

Mexico,

2 p. m. Fri-

which conveys the Information
that there has been no cessation of
fighting, but that the ngating Is not
serious.
"Aguilar was reported to have just
arrived with 3,000 men and taken a
position on the right bank of the
river. He said the Mexican gunboats
Vera Crua and Progrezo were en
route to Tampico.
"Admiral Fletcher has received reports that both federals and constitutionalists have shot or hanged all
prisoners taken, numbering about 65.
Three of these men were hanged in
the forenoon from within the federal
lines In full view of the shipping and
de formal
city. Admiral Fletcher
'
protest In the name of humanity
against the practice. He reports that
no foreigners or property have been
Injured and that the New Jersey Is
en route to Tampico.
"The army transport Sumner leaves
Galveston today for Tampico. Arrangements have been made to care
for fill Americans at Tampico. They
number about 500." " "
Officials did not' attach any
to the fact that Admiral
Fletcher made no mention In his dis

Federals Await Attack
Ojinaga, Mex., Dec. 13. Perched on
the high hill of Ojinaga, which commands a sweeping view of the nearby desert and canyons, the federal
army today had its guns trained in
anticipation of an, attack by rebels
said to number between 4,000 and
who are rapidly surrounding the
town.
The commanding position of the
federals, with trenches and forts prepared for resistance, will make " It
impossible for the rebels to storm
the place without a great loss of
life. - Such an attack would
mean
that the rebels would be constantly
exposed to a heavy fire while climbing the precipitous approaches, except for the slight shelter affored by
the thick me3quite bushes.
The 4,000 federals garrisoned here,
after their ' retreat from Chihuahua,
have resigned themselves to the Idea
of an attack. The rebels, under General Herrera, have announced their
Intention of attacking from three
sides to force the surrender, or to
drive the enemy across the river into
the United States. Four more troops
of cavalry reinforced the United
States border patrol at Presidio, Tex
The American military
as, today.
authorities have notified both sides
that no shots must be fired across
the river.
The federal forces were at a loss
today to know what had become of
General Salvador Mercado, the ranking officer of the Mexican army in
the north. It was believed that he,
with 1,000. federals, had been intercepted by rebels in the mountain pass
at La Mula outside Ojinaga and that
he would be attacked by superior
rebel forces before the rebels attack
,. ....
Ojinaga.
Mercado went out of the fort here
to escort in some straggling refugees.

0,

Spaniards Are Frightened
Tex., Dec. 13. Four hundred Spanish refugees who had been
given ten days' notice by the rebels
to leave Mexico arrived here from
Chihuahua on a special train today.
They were accompanied by Frederico
Moye, who was appointed civil governor to turn Chihuahua over to the
rebels.
The exodus of Spaniards from the
country resulted from General Fran
cisco Villa's notice that he would
protect all foreigners except Spaniards. The refugees reported that all
their property had been, confiscated.
Some of them who had been wealthy
merchants arrived in El Paso penni--

El Paso,

The refugees reported that the
German colony In Chihuahua was
preparing to leave and that Americans
would follow.
American Employes Safe
New York, Dec. 13. The ,75 or 100
employes, mostly American, of the
Aguila company, a Pearson concern
at Tampico, Mexico, are safe. None
of them has been hurt in the fighting
between the federals and constitutionalists. This was, announced here
Petrotoday by the
leum Producers company, which had
received the following cablegram from
its agent at Vera Cruz:
"Dr. C. W. Hays, first vice president of the Aguila company, informs
by wireless from Tampico all Aguila
employes are safe. Please reassure
relatives."
; Anglo-Mexica-

n
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authorities of the federal re
board to hold It In check."
Senator Root declared the new
bill, so far as specific restraints on
the expansion of tne currency were
concerned, would not help to check
panics.
"I can see In this bill," said, "no
end interposed by us to the occurNED
rence of one of those periods of false
and delusive prosperity that lnevit- EMPLOYE OF UTAH MINE MEETS A REVENUE CUTTER IS SENT TO SENATOR THOMAS OF COLORADO ably ends In ruin and suffering."
CHICAGO WOMEN, AT MASS MEET.
It has been the history of this and
THE DESPERADO IN LONEINJECTS NEW ISSUE INTO
ING DISAPPROVE DISCHARGE
VELASCO,TO HELP RESother countries, he said, that panics
CUE-; REFUGEES
LY TUNNEL
CURRENCY DEBATE
OF SUPERINTENDENT
follow "easy money."
"That was the case In 1837, In 1857,
ILES IN WIDTH WOULD CALL A CONFERENCE in 1873, in 1893 and in 1907," he de- MAYOR WASHES HIS HANDS
SAYS HE WILL DIE THERE RIVERS 40
clared.
Senator Root's amendment would
HUNTED MAN DECLARES
THAT THE COLORADO AND BRAZOS SUGGESTS THE NATIONS OF THE tax all notes Issued after the gold re- DECLARES
THE MEMBERS
OF
UNITE TO FORM HUGE IN
serve dropped below 50 per cent. It
WORLD BE INVITED TO SEND
THE MINE WIL BECOME HIS
BOARD APPOINTED BY HIM
would also provide that any new
LAND LAKES
REPRESENTATIVES
TOMB
WERE BETRAYERS
notes issued after $900,000,000 had
been had been put out, should pay a
MAKES
THREATS TO
KILL THE LEVEES ARE BREAKING ROOT HAS RECOMMENDATION special tax of 1 per' cent and that CONDUCT WAS NOT MANLY
after $1,200,000,000 notes had been issued a tax of 5 per cent should be
OF
DECLARES HE WILL GET EVEN GALVESTON'S, NEIGHBORING" DIS- URGES THE ABOLISHMENT
JANE ADDAMS AND OTHER NOT.
imposed on further Issues.
TRICTS SUfFER FROM THE
CLAUSE IN ACT PROVIDING
"This would allow the Issue of
WITH MEN WHO BETRAYED
ED FEMALE W0RKER3 AGREE
some $150,000,000 more of notes than
OVERFLOW
,
FOR GUARANTEES
HIM
WITH THIS STATEMENT
are now outstanding In the national
bank note currency," said Senator
Washington, bee. 13. The revenue
Washington, Dec. 13. A proposal Root, "and under pressure would al
Bingham, Utah, Dec. 13. Stimulus
Chicago, Dec. 13. Two thousand
was given to the manhunt in the cutter Windonj is being rushed to that the United States call a confer- - low a further
women at a mass meeting
Chicago
"of
$300,000,expansion
Utah-Apemine for Ralph Lopez by Velasco, the town nearest the Inun- ence qr me powers to consider a 000 more If the banks found that here today expressed their wrath, at
basis of parity between
a story told to the sheriffs early to- dated section Jn Texas. Harry A. world-wid- e
the forced resignation of Ella Flags
chairman of the Galveston re gold and silver was brought up In business needed the currency badly
Black,
Boss
Sam Rogers, who
as superintendent of schools,
day by Shift
securto
make
the
Young
enough
profitable
lief committee, today telegraphed the consideration of the administrasaid he had seen and talked with the
the payment of the and adopted resolutions calling for a
of
by
currency
ing
MacAdoo
that two counties tion bill today when Senator Thomas, tax.
Secretary
desperado yesterday and the day be- are almost
special session of the legislature to
entirely under water. He democrat introduced a resolution profore. The work of searching sections
to
'
bill
make the board of education elective,
"This
in
put
proposes
pawn
wired:
posing that President Wilson be auand then bulkheading them off from
States," de Instead of appointive, as at present.
"Since the breaking of levees the thorized! to Invite England, France the credit of the
the remainder of the mine was con- Colorado and Brazos
clared' Senator Root, "and when the so that the newly enfranchised womrivers have join and Germany, whose monetary sysneed comes for help It Is the United en, "may protect the interests of the
tinued.
ed, forming one sheet of water over tems are based on the gold standard,
"
States government that is discredit publio schools."
While others who have told of see 40 miles wide. fThn Galveston relief
to participate, and that five delegates ed."
were
doubted, the sheriffs committee is sanding life boats with be
The meeting was Impressive in the
ing Lopez
appointed from the United States
Senator Root said that between evidences of aroused Indignation and
accepted, the statements of Rogers as blankets and food supplies under com- when
two
nations
had
European
any
four and seven billions of American emotion under strong restraint. There
authentic. Rogers said he had agreed mand of Captaii C. W. Corbel of the
accepted the invitation.
securities held In Europe would be was little talk
to meet and talk with Lopez today, United States life
among the women aa
saving service, to
A preamble set forth that rates of thrown on the American domestic
and the time when ho was to enter rescue hundred
they crowded into the big auditorium,
actually starving exchange between gold standard markets If
Europe was given any
the Andy tunnel was awaited with and dying of exposure."
countries and the sliver nations of ground to doubt the financial policy nor were the speakers applauded aa
said
the
expectancy. Rogers
The Windom nay act as a supply South and Central America fluctu
fugitive
they filed on the stage and took their
of the United States. He declared
had declared he would die fighting. base for lifesavijiig crews at Velasco. ated
chairs awaiting the call of the chairto the disad- that would drain America of gold.
violently,
always
"I know they have me cornered in
man, Mrs. George W. Bass.
counvantage of the gold standard
Sees Bryan's Hand
this mine," Lopez is quoted by Ro"A Bouse of the unusual seemed to
SHIP'S CRSW RESCUED
tries.
Senator Root declared the currency
gers as telling him Thursday. "This
be In the air," to Quote the comment,
Charleston, S. C, Dec. 13. Rescued
Senator Thomas contended that his bill reflected the influence of "one
is my grave. I've made up my mind in midocean just-- before their schoonresolution called for consideration in whose economic theories had been of Mrs. Margaret Haley, author oi
to that. I am not going to commit er, the Juanita,'! from Cadiz, Spain,
connection with the currency bill.
twice expressly disapproved by the the resolution.
suicide.
I am going to wait here for to Lunenberg, C.n., sank, Captain P.
As other speakers were
heard
"The currency problem in any ono people."
crew of five ar
the end and I shall fight whenever I iC. Corkham rnt
Jane
Mrs. Joseph.' T. Bower..'
Addams,
- rfTonnfiert
ThA
federal
tpsrre
have to. I could have killed more rived today aooaiu the 'British" "steanl- tied without considering currency board," he Sd'd, "would be appointed
men than I have. Time and again I er Port IngUs, Captain T, II. Perry,
of the meeting cxjabsf-i- i jn" .,
conditions
throughout the world," under the same Irresistible Influence,
followed posses in here and heard from Villareal, Portugal. The Juan-it- a
Mayor Harrison sharply to ac'
bound to
be
would
and
said
he.
practically
left Spain November 9, ran Into
'
their plans for killing me. I easily
count
and
stigmatizing' the acts
in
those
with
accordance
Efforts for an agreement for an proceed
could have killed every one of them. a heavy storm, lost a rudder, and,
the offending members of the board
early vote on the bill met with little same theories."
of education as "underhanded and unNobody would have known I was In badly battered, drifted for a week. success
A Presidential Boom
reSenator
Cummins,
today.
She was In a sinking condition when
here if it had not been for Julio
Just after Senator Root concluded principled" the emotional restraint
continued his criticism of
beand Mike Stefano, whom I the Port Inglis rescued those aboard. publican,
his
speech, Senator Gallinger of New gradually ebbed and the applause
mesaure.
the
She sank goon afterward.
came
more
full
eenerous.
and
Jane
thought were my friends. If I could
a
launched
presidential
Senator Root presented amend- Hampshire
kill them both I would die happy."
Addams blamed Mayor Harrison, who
ments to eliminate the guarantee of boom for the New York senator. In
AT TRINIDAD
SNOW
as
Rogers said he met Lopez in the
appointed most of the board of eduthe
a
Mr.
statement
Root
lauding
note
issue
Trinidad,' Colo., Dec. 13. Snow deposits and revise the
for the present situation.
cation,
economic
Andy tunnel, where Lopez killed two
sound
of
advocate
ablest
driven by a high wind has blocked section to provide for a graduated tax
"We disapprove of the method by
coun
in
this
deputies on November 29. He said
doctrines
and
financial
traffic on the Colorado and Southern on reserve deficiencies in order to
which Mrs. Young's resignation was
Lopez said he had to fight at that
try, Senator Gallinger said:
south of Trimidad and train No. 7 has prevent inflation.
Towas
cornered.
forced and her successor elected,"
time because he
nom
the
"Unless
party
republican
been stalled near Watervale, Colo.,-sinc- . "I think this bill has many beneis
of
mine
bein?
the
Miss Addams. "It was done in
said
this
section
day
inates Senator Root as Its candidate
early last night. Train No. 1 ficial (features which ought to be
cut off by the use of bulkheads from
secrecy."
United
of
the
unfitting
for
the
presidency
is also blocked a few miles south of enacted into law," he said.
"It is
A letter from the mayor was read
inclines leading to other levels. '
opwill
miss
the
it
greatest
States,
Local officials said the unfortunate that the circumstances
that
Rogers said after first seeing Lo track point.
that has ever presented It- in which he said that he sympathized
would be clear early this af- under which the bill comes before us portunity
forewith the women and that he had
pez, he told Frank Hoskin, mine
to
self
that
party."
ternoon.
hamper full discussion.
of
been
the
betrayed by men he trusted. He
man,
meeting. They agreed
"It is unfortunate that democratic
alluded to the fact that the five renot to tell the sheriffs until Rogers
caucus action on the measure was
had again seen Lopez, which he did
WILSON IS BETTER
signations of members of the board
INDIANS ARE STARVING
not delayed until the bill had been
which
he took the precaution to exact
treat13.
13.
Dec.
"The
President threshed out in the senate. In
yesterday.
Washingtonu,
Philadelphia, Dec.
prewhen they were appointed, bad beea
of
the
Wilson's cold was much better today.
ment
the
Indian
of
by
people
senting amendments we labor under
the United States is a disgrace to accepted, and declared that at least
Although the wnather was mild and the
IVESTIGATION
NEARS CLOSE
discouraging idea that the bill
Dr.
him
civilization and should cause us to two other members of the board
ordered
Grayson
tempting,
Walgeftburg, Colo., Decf l3 The to remain in his room and to cancel has already teen pasled."
means to
Jo- would go If he had legal
Senator Root pointed out that blush before the world," said Dr.
military commission today planned his
...
about.
here.
It
Dixon
K.
address
to
an
in
attend the dinner there was no limit on the amount of seph
bring
engagement
to complete its investigations of
to
me
head
weeks
as
select
three
took
Dixon
six
"It
months
Dr.
the
Gridiron
club
of
spent
The
tonight
new currency which could be issued
strike cases in the Walsenburg disRodman Wanamaker expedi- a new chief of police," ran tne letwrote
of
a
the
of
letter
president
regret.
weeks
under the bill
trict today and a recess of two
tribes ter; "it took the school board three
"This provision," said he, referring tion, visiting the various Indian
will be taken. A finding in the case
minutes to elect a superintendent of
of
the
country.
to
the note issue section, "Is 'simply
of Adolph
Germer, International
"The condition among the Indians schools."
"RECEIVER IS INDICTED
board member of the United Mine
authority for the furtner increase of
is deplorable and the government at
The letter called the methods of
Atlantic, Iowa, Dec. 13. E. S. Har- our present greenbacks."
Workers of America and director of
m
of
He pointed out that the government Washington is kept in ignoranceJica-rill- a the board "unmanly and Unfair."
the strike in this district, is expected lan was indicted today for embezzlehe said.'i "A tribe called the
before adjournment. The members ment by the district court grand jury already has $S24,000,000 of demand it,"
ARE SHOT
Apaches is starving to death on
PEACEMAKERS
of the military commission, accom- of Cass county. It Is alleged he mis- obligations, against which it holds
of the continental divide In
the
top
Chicago, Dec, 13. IxHiis F. Nieman,
panied by General Chase, will go to appropriated funds of the Atlantic, $391,000,000 in gold and silver. He New Mexico.
For several months be- proprietor of a millinery shop, and
Northern and Southern railroad while argued that any further increase of
Trinidad tonight.,
them
I
visited
fore
they had nothing his wife, wore shot and killed, and
he was a receiver of the road.
obligation should be authorized only
to eat but stewed pine bark. There Mrs. Emanuel Harner probably fatalon ample reserves.
rate ly wounded here this, afternoon by
BAY TOWN BURNS
Predictions of a big expansion of are 700. in the tribe and at the
will become exare
Le Pas, Manitoba, Dec. 13. Le Pas,
dying
they
they
the latter's divorced husband, wb
business that threatens an
the New Hudson bay railway termitinct to 14 years."
The
of
credit
and
then, shot and killed himself.
under
currency
.. V
nal town on the Saskatchewan river,
took place in Nieman's
new
were
the
law
Senator
made
shooting
by
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS.
this morning. An enwas
Root
FINED store.
COTTON CONSPIRATORS
tire block of buildings and several
"We started out to provide for an
Mrs. Harner was approached by h?r
of
13.
Fines
New York, Dec.
others in "adjoining blocks were burnelastio currency, but this bill proformer husband while in the store.
federal
in
the
were
each
imposed
$175,-0ed. The loss is estimated at
Met vides for an expansive currency,"
Washington, Dec.
and
district court today upon Euprene She refused to talk with
Many guests at two hotels at 10 a. m.
said the senator. "It provides for
interfered
Nieman
wife
then
his
and
and
to
Frank
Hayjie
Scales of Texas,
which were burned were forced
Resumed currency bill debate.
a currency that may be Increased, alenBrowne of New Orleans, to protect her. Harner became
flee from the buildings in night atHouse: Not in session; meets Mon- ways Increased, but there Is hoi pro- William
and
shot
the
three.
raged
and
Morris Rothschild of Missisippi
tire.
day.
vision compelling the reduction."
Robert M. Thompson of this city, on
heard
managers
in
opWhile the federal reserve board,
Steamship
rebels
of nolo contendere to a
the
attacked
be
by
MRS. PANKHURST ARREsTs "1
terey may
position to seamen's bill.
Senator Root admitted, had discre- their plea
cotton crop
disa
to
at any moment, according
London, Dec. 13. Mrs. Emmeline
Governor Major of Missouri urged tionary powers to limit the Issue of charge of cornering the
violation of the Sherman Fankhurst the militant
surfrasetto
patch from Phillip C. Hanna, the good roads committee to vote liber- currency, so far as the proposed new of 1909, In
anti-trulaw, James A. Patten cf leader, was rearrested today on the
American consul general there. The ally for federal aid to highways.
law itself is concerned, there was no
a train on which she w.v
continued specific restraint on the constant In- Chicago had previously been fined
ttavi'r,?
telegram was filed this morning by
Immigration committee
same
case.
in
amount
the
ssnt
was
from
similer
and
i
from Dover to London, t j" r1 v.
of
of
Tampico,
the literacy test
consideration
crease of the volume of currency.
way
The government alleges that the de to England from France ('.:.- - J' rn- that seaport to Vera Cruz by wire"There will be an activity of enRepresentative Stone of Illinois
less.
announced his willingness to make terprise that will absorb the maximum fendants had entered into a conspir- ing after a stay of sfneral dny
pro Paris with Miss Chrfeta!
i
A considerable federal army is be- public his correspondence with Henry which the reserves or the banks will acy to control the raw cotton
M. Pindell, nominated for ambassador permit," he aid, "and it will require duction of the country at an estimat hurst, her daughter, w'.o
lieved to be concentrated at
to Russia, if Mr. Pindell directs.
the exercise, to the extreme, of the ed profit to themselves of $10,000,000 her to .Calais.
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Rebels Lose Tuxpam
City, Dec. 13. The oil district of Tuxpam, which for nearly a
month has been controlled by the
rebels under General Candido Aguilar,
is now in the hands of the federal
troops commanded by General 'Joaquin Maas, Jr., according to reports
received today by the war office.
General Maas, on his way to Tampico, has advanced with hi.i column
as far as Juan Casinlo to the norh
of Tamiahua. He has not thus far
encountered any opposition, and It is

assumed that all the rebel forces
have gone to assist in the attack on
Tampico.
Rebels Will Attack Monterey
Vera Cruz, Dec. 13. There ia "every indication that the city of Mon- k
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CONTINUES UNTIL DECEMBER. 24

EVBRYTH
EXCEPT

EXCEPT

Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few restricted lines over which we have

Shoes, Toys, Dolls, Holiday Goods and a few restricted lines over which we have

no control

no control

TOYS AND DOLLS

XMAS NOVELTIES
are showing an unusually large variety of useful and practical articles

We

pecially designed

i

es-

Mf

-

f

"fti

for gifts to men women and children, and our regular lines

presents an unlimited stock from which to choose your gifts.

and size are here in an endless profussion.

You'll find articles of

Santa Claus has established headquarters at our store.
see the many wonderful things.

merit in every quality.

Store Open Evenings

L a 5 Ve das Lo adi

nl Store

Nothing Exchanged

t

Only Established

Sale For Cash

10 If AVE

EATGUUVD

JOLLY HOLIDAY
SEASOf
THE COUNTRY IS FIN.
ANCIALLY DEPRESSED, FUN
WILL REIGN

THOUGH

Ixmdon, Dec. 13. Once more the
merry Yuletide is approaching and
all England, Is preparing for the holiday season with all its traditional
glamour and excitement and joyful-nesHigh and low, from the king
in Buckingham Palace to the poorest
cottager, are to some extent imbued
with the Yuletide spirit which seems
to permeate the whole atmosphere of
Kngland. Yet, in spite of the joyful
anticipation prevailing throughout the
country, even the most casual observer cannot fail to notice a domin- -

1

1

sJ

all are suffering from its effect.
thousands of persons In this
city alone are out of work and in
other cities the conditions are not
much better.
But, no ma'tter how hard may "be
the times, how dear all food stuffs
and how elim the fund reserved for
Yuletide merriment,
the people of
not
will
their, obserforego
England
vation of the greatest of all holidays.
They will celebrate it on a smaller,
more economical scale, perhaps, but
abandon it; never. The average burgher may find himself too poor this
year to afford turkey or roast beef
:md

estimated that the aggregate value
of the presents which the king sent

J

to the various European sovereigns
and their consorts this year is between $8,000 and $10,000. For several weeks the leading purveyors to
the court have been sending selections of their most artistic wares,
jewelry, china, bronzes, books, bric-a- brac, etc., to the royal palace, where
these things were arranged as an exhibit. Then the king, accompanied
by a secretary, looked over the display and selected the articles which
appealed to him, and the sovereigns
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Geo. Kleinc's Marvelous Photo Spectacle
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I

Open Evenings

SoutKSidGPla3a Sale For

Many

BROWNE'S
Li

1862

nant note of soberness an& the ab for the Christmas table, but rabbit
sence of a great deal of the custom is good eating, and rabbits, shipped
ary popular enthusiasm in the pre- from Australia or trapped in Kngland,
are plentiful in the market and not
parations for the coming feast.
Industrial and financial conditions beyond the reach of the poor man's
have not been satisfactory this year. purse.
Labor troubles and industrial
de
The king's civil list is quite liberal
pression have caused an uncertainty and his private income is compara
of economic conditions far greater tively large, but nis expenses are
than in many years. The high cost tremendous and, less fortunate
in
of living, irksome enough in times of that respect than his subjects, his
prosperity, has beco.Ve an onerous position dons not permit him to econburden under the existing conditions omize in observing Christmas. It is

Mr
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Bring the children to

Nothing Exchanged
or Sent on Approval

or Sent on Approval
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In our Toy Department you will find all the new and practical things of the
season, as well as an exceptional variety of t'.e standard toys. Dolls of every kind
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Universally Pronounced the Most Wonderful, the Most Artistic, the Most Soul Stirring Motion Drama Ever Shown in
this City

TONIGHT
7

15

end

and 9:00

to whom they should be sent, "With Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, and owners declare, will impose an un- Foley Kidney Pills are taken as diacts directly upon the blood and murected relief follows promptly, and
Greetings from George R. and I."
cous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is necessary burden upon them.
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
In accordance with time honored not a
medicine. It was preforming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
custom each one of these gifts is scribed quack
by one of the best physicians
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
That
Prevent
Coughs
Sleep
packed in a handsome
These-cough- s
mahognay in this country for years and is a
are wearing and it
case, lined with scented cotton wool. regular prescription. It i3 composed they "hang on," can run one down HONOR WASHINGTON'S
MEMORY
of the best tonics known, combined
physiccally and lower the vital resismessengers deliver these with the best blood
Special
Fredericksburg, Va., Dec. 13. A
to
purifiers,
acting
disease.
Mr.
tance,
Bob
Ferguson,
gifts to the various sovereigns for directly on the mucous surfaces. The 319 Pine St., Green
Bay, Wise, writes: delegation from the Masonic lodge of
whom they are intended. These gifts perfect combination of the two ingred- "I was
greatly troubled with a bad this, city will visit Mount Vernon toients
is
what
such
wonder
produces
cough that kept me awake nights.
represent a large variety of objects ful
in curing catarrh.
Send Two small bottles of Foley's Honey morrow to place a wreath on
from pipes and walking sticks to for results
free.
of George Washington, this betestimonials,
and Tar Compound completely cured
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To me." O. G.
jewelry, from china or bronze vases
Cross Drug ing the annual custom of the lodge
Red
Schaefer,
to golden cigar or cigarette cases. ledo, O.
Store. Adv.
at each anniversary of the death of
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
The presents to the consorts, which
the first president. It was in fna
Take Halls' Family Pills for conare invariably sent in the name of stipation. Adv.
BIRTHDAY OF PRELATE
Fredericksburg lodge that General
both the king and the queen, are a!
13
Dec.
Washington was made a Mason. Tho
The
Rev.
Rt.
Indianapolis,
LEAN CHRISTMAS IN "STREET" 1
ways some handsome pieces of jewFrancis S. Chatard, bishop of the Ca- lodge is still in possession of the recNew York, Dec. 13. This is the
elry, carefully selected by the king,
tholic diocese of Indianapolis, , today ords of'the meetings at which he reBut these gifts to the crowned season when Wall Street begins to
entered upon his eightieth year. He ceived his degrees and of the Bible
heads of Europe are by no means all get definite word of what the Christwas born in Baltimore, December 13, on which he was obligated as a
the gifts the king has to provide for. mas stockings are to hold, and while
1834, and studied medicine. He turnIn accordance with custom the king official announcements are yet to be
ed from the profession of medicine
annually makes Christmas presents to made, it is certain that it is not go- and studied for the
ministry. He beThe Man Who Neglects Himself
all members of the royal family, tW ing to be a very joyous Yuletide for
came the head of the American col
When his condition points to kidney
the leading members of his house- the majority of the workers ia the
lege in Rome, where he attracted trouble takes an unwise risk. Backhold, to many of the officials and ser- financial district.
The dullness of
attention from Pope Pius IX ache, pain and soreness over the kidvants in his palace and to the ser- business on the stock exchang the special
nervous
and later of Pope Leo XIII. He was neys, are all or dizzy spells, poor
vants and employes on his estates.
sleep,
symptoms that will dispaBt few months has already driven consecrated
bishop of this diocese, appear with the regular use of Foley
The shops of every description a number of brokearge firms out of
Pills.
then the diocese of Vincennes, in Kidney
They put the kidneys
throughout the city are making elab- business and others are preparing to 1878.
and bladder In a clean, strong and
orate displays of the usual Christmas close their doors the first of the year.
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
goods. In appreciation of the exist- The brokers clerks realize the fact
Women:
Number
Young
Surprising
ing unsettled conditions the displays that the good old times of 25 and 50
The number of young women who
The American Federation of Labor
are composed of a cheaper class of per cent of salary bonuses have gone suffer with weak back, dizzy and ner
has
voted to continue the observance
vous
dull
headache and weari
spells;
forever. The most of them will be
goods, but as gaudy as ever. At
ness is surprising. Kidney and blad- of the fourth Sunday In May of each
a
whole
Garden market
forest of thankful if they are able to hold der ills cause these troubles, but if year as Labor
Sunday.
small fir trees is awaiting purchasers, their jobs.
while at Lugate Hill the itinerant
venders of mechanical and other toys
Guarding Agalnsts Croup
and novelties are plying 'their trade,
The best safeguard against croup is
much to the joy of the crowds of a bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar
children which surround them.
Compound in the houso. p. H. Glnn,
At all public institutions the pre- Middleton, Ga., WTites: "My children
are very
to croup, easily
parations for the holiday season are catch cold.susceptible
I give them Foley's
well in hand. Evergreens, holly and Honey and1 Tar Compound and in
mistletoe are extensively used for every instance they get prompt relief
decoiative purposes and ample sup- and are soon cured. We" keep it at
Can be lighted without removing chimney
home and prevent croup." O. G.
plies of holiday delicacies are laid in Schaefer, Red Cioes Drug Store.
or shade easy to rewick.
to be ready for the Yuletide feaet Adv.
vfh u.i is In
and
At all dealers.
joy
happiness
lring
to the unfortunates in the various
AGAINST SEAMEN'S BILL
THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
charitable institutions, hospitals, orWashington, Dec. 13. New Eng(Incorporated ia Colorado)
phan asylums, reformatory schools land owners of
Pueblo
coastwise shipping apAlbuqueiqu
and prisons. Charitable men and
Butt
Bob
Salt Uk City
before the merchant marine
peared
women throughout the country have
committee of the house today and
already made provisions to remem- were
given a hearing on the La Fol- ber the deserving poor and particulette seamen's bill. The bill applies
larly the children of the poor.
only to lake vessels and to coast-wis- e
I
vessels that are not out more than
16 hours or go more than 20 miles
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they from shore. The measure as a whole
1:
cannot reach the seat, of the disease. is
A
to the vessel own- 5
fairly
acceptable
or
is
Catarrh
constitutional
a blood
disease, and in order to cure it you ers, with the, exception of the life
must take Internal remedies. HaU'8nt provision. This provision,
the
ihe-tom-

j
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Save Your Children's Eyes

No eyestrain with the Rayo its
light is soft and steady. Durable,

simple and attractive.
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Cash Only

P. M.

25 Cents
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EVERYBODY IS MAKING PLANS
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The kindly old Colonial way

SOCIAL AFFAIRS
WHILE HOLIDAY

PREPARA-HON-

ARE BEING

0

Was friendly visiting Christmas
day;
To fill the sleigh with girls and
boys
And bundles full of Yuletide Joys.

SLACKEN
S

MADE

Eleetrlca

I

All thoughts now are directed to
ward the jolliest season. o the year,
Christmas. Society slacks the run of
pleasure, business men forget everything but work, every individual is

carried away in the rush with only
one thought: Prepare for Christmas!
During this week events In the' social world of Las Vegas have been
limited, indeed. Tne clubs did very
inwell, but the
dividual affairs well, there have been
practically none. Next week, however, looms up brightly on the horizon
of good times. Several delightful
Lave been

u'atinedand

invita-

tions have been issued. The clubs
will meet, It is hoped, making things
unusually bright. Then there will be
little doing but shopping, for the week
following will be Christmas week.
Kids will be out of school, the housewife will be busily occupied searching for some dainty dish with which
to appeal to the tastes of her family,
father will do his early shopping
about the day before Christmas, and
In fact, everything will be busy as
can be.
Then will come the unusually busy
whirl of the holiday period. Possias a day of
bly Sunday will
rest, then It will be the same thing
over again, for then comes the glad
season of New Year.
At the present time if any person
should perchance forget the spirit of
Christmas all he or she need do Is
make a trip into the business part
of the village. There the different
department stores and all other
shops that carry the lines of goods
acceptable for this season show most
attractive displays. The display windows are decorated In such a way
that the first place the kids go after
school is to the fronts of the big
stores to dream about the presents
possibly like those In the window
that they will get this year. Many
attractive windows have been arranged and they are among the prettiest
in the west. Las Vegas Is proud of
Its capable business men and their
attractive business houses. Visitors
in the city notice the progressive
business houses and are particularly Interested In the city for that
The Christmas shopper may
begin with a complete list of possible
purchases, and yet when she returns
f
the purchases
only about
have been made. She has spent so
much time looking Into the windows.
After all Christmas comes but
once a year, so It should be the one
big time. A kindly poet has spoken
of
on the present day celebration
this season in a capable way In the
following verses:

!

now the merry Christmas
throng
Feasts jollily with wine and song;
We revel on this gladsome day
In great hotel and cabaret.
But

Romalne

Fielding,

.3

'

!
,

'

.;

the

The mellow radiance and $owinJ warmth of a
beautiful electric lamp will reflect the cheery

photoplay star who left Las
Vegas last week for Galves-

The season should be joyous and
undoubtedly it will be, for every in
dication points in that direction.
A bright youngster, a follower of
the motto, "Do your Christmas Shop
ping early," has the following cred
ited to him for this year:

ton, Tex., where he Is now
located.

Mr. Fielding

and

his company

are now work's
ing. at Galveston
and will

i

;:

it

:j

v'" -

:

when

they will

return

r1

-

continue there until spring,

Father, dear, I write this letter
For a watch; I guess you'd better
r
Get a whoppin' big
full
o' works that I can hear.
So while there's a chance for pickin'
Out the one that's loudest tickin',
Do your Christmas shopping early;
do it early, father dear!

3

to
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stem-winde-

Las Vegas.
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Besides Electric Lamps, there are counties elec-

Here is a brief list of the many home comforts
for Mother, Dad, Brother, Sister, Friend or
your
Sweatheart.
S

P

,

marooned here on account of a snow
storm in the northern part of the
state. The dance was a success in
every way and well attended.
The chief benefit of tLia dance was
in the advertisement that Las Vegas
obtained as a result of the hospit
able spirit shown. Those snowbound
folk who attended the affair will long
remember it, and undoubtedly always
will have a good word for Las Vegas.
A list of a number of guests from
outside of Las Vegas who attended
the dance is as follows:
G. J. Eisner, Baltimore, Md.; E. L.
Morrow, Santa Monica, Cal.; F. O.
Lyons, Boston; M. E. Bohrer, Chicago; L. L. Dearborn, Chicago; Jack
Colorado Springs;
C. T.
McNeill,
Jones, Denver; M. Selzer, Chicago;
E. Groff, Chicago;
H. A. Demarts,
Los Angeles; J. R. Currie, Chicago;
E. D. Horkhemler, New York; R. R.
Hayward, Detroit; E. M. Diggs, Den,
ver; F. R, Height, Denver; S. A.
New York; T. Kemp, Bloomington, 111.; R. D. Young, ivansas City;
J. L. Relchardt, Georgetown, O.; J.
J. Seaman, Newton, Kas.; B. C- - Bible,
Newport, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Howard Series, Clifton, Kas.; Mrs. N.
Cowings and daughter and Miss Eu
nice Cowings of Chicago; J. H. Heth- erington, New York; P. H. Morse,
Trinidad, Col.; C. W. Robinson,
Peoria, 111., an officer of the Elks'
grand lodge; T. B. Kennedy, Okla
homa City, Okla.; F. R. McGrlffin,
Fresno, Cal.; T. B. Graff, Los An

Sister, dear, some skates I'm needin'
And a sled for down-hil- l
speedin',
But if they look old and battered all
the boys will think, it queer.
So while sleds are still bright var"

And the nickel skates untarnished
Do your Christmas shoppin' early;
do it early, sister dear!

Santa dear, if I'm mistaken,
And you're really, truly makln'
Christmas presents to us fellers, don't
forget the time is near.
So you won't be shy a present
Which wfluld be a lot unpleasant.
Do your Christmas shoppin' early;
do it early, Santa dear!

Boat-wick-

-

HAZEN CONKLIN.

one-hal-

Elks Tntertaln for
Folk.

Last Saturday night at the Elks'
club occurred a dance which was attended by people from all parts of
the United States. This affair was
given by the Elks to the passengers
on the Santa Fe trains which were

Electric Iron

Electric toaster Stove

Electric Chafing Dish
Electric Percolator

Electric Teapot

.!

K4

It

Brother dear, now please remember
How you promised in November
That a "bike" you'd give me Christmas; brand new model, chainless
gear.
But before some other fellow
Gets that one all trimmed with yellow
Do your Christmas shoppin' early;
do it early, brother dear!

Snowbound

exquisite electric lamp reveals the taste of the
donor and becomes a lasting reminder.

K

t

'

spirit of Yuletide throughout the New Year and
for years to come. Like a fine painting, an

trical devices that insure added comfort and
convenience in any electrically lighted home.

;

Mother dear, please give your "sonny"
Just a phonograph, and funny.
Talkin' records 'about a dozen; not
worn out, but loud and clear.
So before they are demonstrated
'Til the parts are all mismated,
Do your Christmas shoppin' early;
do it early, mother dear!

nished

"Gifts

i

Electric Heating Pad

Electric Luminous Radiator
geles; M. S. Mendelsohn, Los Ange- A Jolly Dance
les; M. Greese, Oklahoma City, Okla ; At the Elks' Club.
O. D. Wlngo, Santa
Monica, Cal.;
Thursday evening at the Elks' club
Leon Weinstack, Albany, N. Y.
occurred another of the, series of informal dances, which proved to be
Sorosis Members
a most delightfu laffalr. The attendHave Christmas Party.
ance, however, was smalt on account
Members of Sorosis and invited of the busy holiday season. Followguests indulged in a Christmas party ing the dance, refreshments were served in the grill room of the club. It
Monday at the residence of Mrs.
The committee in charge was is being planned to give these dances
composed of Mrs Howe, Mrs. York, more regularly in the future, as nearn- rMrs. Read and Mrs. Higgins. A de- ly the entire dancing set of the Comi - riifmiMHISM
lightful program was rendered during mercial club is now attending the
the afternoon. Miss Ruth Browne Elks' affairs, a number of young men Albuquerque Orchestra
Mrs. Choate's Singing
Pleases Her Hearers,
played a piano solo, Godard's Second of the city having oined the Antler-e- d Will Furnish Music
The majority of the tables already
lodge or put in petitions for memMazurka.
Mrs. Larkln read Riley's
Last night at Temple Montefiora
have been reserved for the big New the
charming poem "Who Santy Claus bership.
congregation was
with,
Those present Thursday evening Year's banquet that Is to be given a solo by Miss Earl delighted
Wuz."
who reChoate,
were Mr. and Mrs. M. Danziger, Mr. at the Castaneda hotel, but reserva- sides near Watrous. ' Mrs.
Mrs. O'Malley
accompanied by
Choate has
Mrs. Hall, played "Canzonetta," by and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mr. and Mrs. tions still may be made if arrange- a delightful voice and has an unusual
Ambrosio and "Egyptian Intermezzo" Erie Hoke, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mc- ments are made at once. Those de- range in singing. Following the serWenie, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Witten, siring tables should consult D. R. Cole mon last night arrangements were
by Loraine.
made for Mrs. Choate to sing reguA quartette, composed of Miss Cro- Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Losey, Dr. and at the Castaneda.
The committee in. charge this week larly at the
zier, Miss Browne, Mrs. Mead and Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
temple services.
Mrs. Hall, sang the "Lullaby" from Charles Greenclay, Mr. and Mrs. made arrangements for an Albuquer
Being a graduate of one of the best
Erminie and gave an encore "Just Isaac Bacharach, Miss Helen Kelly, que orchestra to furnish music at the vocal teachers in the musical world,
Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Ruth banquet and the dance that will fol- Mrs. Choate no doubt will be
Smile."
in a
Miss- - Mary
Winters,
Harris, Miss low it. The orchestra Is considered position to render the best of musio
Mrs. O'Malley,- by request, played
the best In the state and only through at the
temple. She is lately of BritBrahm's "Hungarian Dance' and "Ap Jeanette Ward, Mrs. Florence LeMar,
a lucky streak was the local commit ish Africa but now resides
Miss
John
Mr.
Cluxton,
Marguerite
with relaple Blossoms" by Roberts.
tee able to secure it. Music will be tives near Watrous.
An elaborate luncheon was served Harls, Jr., Mr. William Fugate, Mr.
furnished for both the banquet and
v
in cafeteria style, each member hav Ralph Rohrer, Mr. William Springer,
Mr. John Rudulph, Mr. Audley Grove, dance.
Girls Form the.
ing contributed her masterpiece in
The general plans for the affair Tau
Mr. Louis Rudulph, MrN Patrick D.
Kappa Club
the culinary line.
are progressing nicely. The attend..mulH
Mr.
Last night at the home of Miss
McElroy,
JosephMamm..
A Christmas party is Incomplete
Mr. Orrin Blood, ance undoubtedly will exceed that of Leona Greenclay a newly organized
without gifts, so small packages, tied Manuel Henriquez,
Mr. Jack Stewart, Mr. Hugh Trainor, any previous year.
girls' club met for the first time. Tha
with the Christmas colors, were piled
name of this club is the Tau Kappa,
Mr. Robert Sullivan and Mr. Colbert
on a table and each guest, like little
Mrs. Sig Nahm
and undoubtedly it will have a
Root
"stuckJack Horner,
in her thumb
Gives Thimble Party.
career. The meetings will be
and pulled out a plum." To further
Yesterday afternoon at her home held on Saturday nights. Last night
Davis
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
.Clark
carry out the Christmas idea of givMrs. Sig Nahm entertained a number a most enjoyable evening was
Are Hostesses
spent
ing, three dozen towels were present-tfriends at a delightful thimble in a social way. The evening was
of
Last Saturday afternoon at the
to the Las Vegas hospital.
home of Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs. party. Following the eewing session closed with the serving of light reThose present were Mrs. J. H.
Herbert Clark and Mrs Davis enter a dainty luncheon was served. Pres- freshments. Members present were
York, Mrs. A. D. Higgins, Mrs. A. H.
tained a number of their friends at a ent at this affair were Mrs. Dan Misa Grace Lord, Miss Elizabeth Par.
Rice, Mrs. R. R. Larkin, Mrs. F. H. H.
delightful bridge party. At the con Stern, Mrs. Jake Stern, Mrs. Ben nell, Miss Ruby Jones, Miss Edith,
Roberts, Mrs. F. E. OIney, Mrs. M. clusion of the game refreshments Lewis, Mrs. Charles Danziger, Mrs. Tooker, Miss Ruth Nahm, Miss
Mary
E. Hall, Mrs. Leon Durham, s Mrs. were
served. The guest list included Louis Stern, Mrs. Ceclllo Rosenwald, Lowry, Miss Lucy Meyers and Miss
W.
B. J. Read, Mrs. I.
Lively, Mrs. the following: Mrs. A. H. Whitmore, Mrs. H. Friedman, Mrs. Emma Kohn, Leona Greenclay.
Charles O'Malley, Mrs. M. R. Wil Mrs. H. W.
M. Danziger, Mrs. N. Huffman,
w
Kelly, Mrs. J E. McMa- - Mrs.
liams, Mrs. 0. C. Zingg, Mrs. Frank hon, Mrs. D. C. Winters, Mrs. W. J. Mrs. Simon Hoffman and Mrs. Isaac Old Style and
Williams, Mrs. William Howe, Mrs. Lucas, Mrs. W. E. Hart, Mrs. W. J. Appel.
New; by Walt Mason
4 4 4
Rufus Mead, Mrs. Jacob Landau, Mills, Mrs. P. A. Sunderland, Mrs. W.
"Jemima Jane," the husband saisL
Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, Mrs. M. F. Des E. Kaser, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. W. Mrs. Myers Entertains
"we go thi3 eve to dine with Jones;
Marais, Mrs. Frank Carroon, Mrs. C. E. Gortner, Mrs. Charles Spiess, Mrs. Round Dozen Club.
now, wear a sane hat on your bead.
W. Wesner, Mrs. Norman Skinner, Erie Hoke, Mrs.- John Robblns, Mrs.
The Round Dozen club met Thurs- and decent rags upon your bones.
Mrs. W. G. Ogle, Miss Emma Aio., Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. E. D. Rey day afternoon at an interesting and You're going in for modern
styles,
Mrs. Myrtle Botts, Miss Ruth Browne, nolds, Mrs. Joshua Raynolds, Mrs. pleasant
session with Mrs.. F. I and think it wisdom, I suppose; and
Miss Chell Crozler, Miss Eva Felton Stephen Powers, Mrs, Secundino Ro- Myers. Following a social afternoon you are
spending piles and piles f
and Miss Helen Sydes.
mero, Mrs. F. B. January, Mrs. George refreshments were serred. Present hardearned
rocks
for
bughouse
4
Fleming, Mrs. Charles Iden, Mrs. Har were Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. W. J. clothes. I do not kick at the expense,
riet Van Petten, Mrs. F. L. Myers, Lucas, Mrs. C. D. Boucher, Mrs. Earl but when you go abroad with me,
Skating Party
i
Mrs. F. R. Lord, Mrsi E. E. Veeder, Breese, Mrs. E, L. Hammond, Mrs. J. want your dress to show some senao
Will Occur Tonight
This evening at 7:30 o'clock, start Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mrs. Charles H. York, Mrs. C. H. Schlrmer, Mm.
I care not what the fashions be.
ing from the High school, will occur Tamme, Mrs. Mary Bearlnger, Mrs George Fleming, Mrs. Clarence Iden
"In olden days, when I was young,
the first skating party of the season C. H. Baily, Mrs. D. T. Hoskins, Mrs. and Mrs. F. L. Myers.
the women dressed with sense and
4 4
when a number of the students will L. V. Crocker, Miss Helen Browne
taste; no matron on her person flung
leave for Green's lake for an even and Misa Mary Davis.
Bright Idea Club
a dippy skirt or silly waist. Tha
v v i
Meets With Mrs. Gortner
ing's lark. The party is under the
women tried to hide their limbs, and
The Bright Idea Bridge club met
management of high school boys and Friday Bridge Club
modestly
they decked their frames;
they extend to everybody a cordial Has Pleasant Session.
yesterday with Mrs. W. E. Gortner at the memory my eye bedims when I
invitation to join the gang. A big
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club a delightful session. Following the look round
on modern dames. So
were
fire probably will be built at the side met yesterday with Mrs. F L. Myers game refreshments
served.
don't
array
asthore, in tilings
yourself,
of the pond and the party promises at a delightful session. Refreshments Present were Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs.
to be really delightful. The ice is were served at the close of the after Charles A. Spiess, Mrs. Erie Hoke, that make the people Btare; remember what your mother wore, and somesolid, so that there need be no fear noon. " Present were Mrs. Clarence Mrs. E. D. Raynolds Mrs. E. J. Mcmodest like it wear."
thing
S.
Mrs.
of accident.
Iden, Mrs. II. S. Van Petten, Mrs. Wenie, Mrs. Herbert Clark,
Jemima Jane, in sore distress, went
The latest report from Gallinas can- George Fleming, Mrs. H. W. Kelly, B.; Davis, Jr., and Mrs. W. E. Gortner.
up to make the needed change. She
yon is that the ice on the different Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs. 3. k. Talley,
had a brand new modern dn
" i'i
dams- is now nearly 10 inches in thick Mrs. P. C. Carpenter and Mrs. F. I Altar Guild Meets
hobbles, slits and doodads Strang;1
ness. Doubtless a number of parties Myers.
With Miss Mann.
will occur at this place within the
4 4
The Altar Guild of St Paul's Me- but since her husband placed a
next few weeks. A party is called Tuesday Club to
morial church met Thursday after- on all the things she wished to wenr.
for tomorrow, seceral automobiles Give a Luncheon
noon with Bliss Marie Mann. Follow- the new dress was an also ru, a I t
'
i
and other vehicles to make the trip,
The Tuesday Whist club did not ing the business session a short so- Jemin.a tore her hair. Il.r
'
on
an
seems
be
i
to
ancient
Jen
trunk.
i,
there
,
it is said, though
meet this week on account of the . cial was in order and the afternoon
no head to the affair.
members being unusually busy pre- was closed with the serving of re- "That's what I'll do! I'll wr r a 1
were Misa of mother'g junk, that's it r I
Present
As the skating season is limited to paring for the holiday season. The freshments.
Miss Frances worn, since ': : "
about three months in this section club expects to have quiet an affair Helen Cunningham,
'
She togged herself from
of the state, all Las Vegans who de- Tuesday when a 1 o'clock luncheon Myers, Miss phebe Hart, Miss Tvuth
i ' t
their
should
this
Miss
plan
Tamme
Emma
sport
the
This
Miss
and
will
CaRtanecla.
in
at
be
light
given
Prldn,
J Marie Mann.
t Continued oa I.
s v
affair promises to be delightful.
parties early.
.
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as Vegans Light
& Power Co.

,
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AWARDED
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Medal and Diploma for Superiority
over all competitors at the great
World's Fair and at all fairs and
expositions wherever exhibited.
DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING

POWDER is the one great balling powder, for over half a century
known and celebrated for its purity, strength, and keeping quality.
Its use assures the food against
alum and all forms of unwholesome adulterations that go with

imitation, low grade brands.
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CONGRATULATIONS
We felicitate herewith the state
traevling auditor on the fact that at
:east one county official approves of
the style of "Investigation" made by
this enterprising official for the non
partisan governor, chiefly In locali
ties where insufficient enthusiasm
has been shown over the McDonald
says the Al
style o
buquerque Horald. The county su
perintendent of schools of Eddy coun
ty, rising in solitary grandeur, says
liu thinks there is no fault to be
found with the auditor's report and he
personally. Is seeking to become a
better and nobler qfficial by meditation thereon.
It is a most praiseworthy attitude
and it is gratifying to see at least one
good result from the activities of the
brilliant official who found the two
district attorneys in San, Miguel Coun-

ty

to 65c
!0o to 65c
75c to $2.00
$4.50 to $6.00
$1.50 to $2.25
5c

comprehensive
as we know how to make it. Perhaps it will help you with your
choosing. The Store is a vast Holiday Bazaar; so, many things may
have skipped the list. But remember what is here;4 is t h'or o u gh y
good and you pay less than in most
stores.

instru- -

y9

I got"

list-compl- ete

1

proof right here
Come in and see

Hosts of Pretty. Things.

BIG REDUCTION
ALL OVER

HERE OUR NEW
CHRISTMAS
'
RECORDS

y;:

THE HOUSE

GRANDMOTHER

MOTHER

to $2.50
Lace Collars
25c to $5.00
Shoulder Shawls
50o to $10.00
Wool Stockings, palr.35c to $1.00
Gloves and Mittens, pr.35c to $4.00
Ribbed Underwear, garment.50c-$-

Dress Patterns "Wool"
Dress Patterns "Silk"
Nisht Dresses
75c to $8.50
Silk Petticoats
$2.98 to $7.50
Handkerchiefs
5c to $2.00
Neckwear
25c to $5.00
Kimonos
98o to $10.00
Gloves
35o to $4.00
50c to $3.00
Silk Hose-- -

Clippers

$1.25

BIG BROTHER

--

A

the Victrola itself.
and hear !the different styles $ 5 to
$200. Victors $10 to $100. "Terms
to suit your convenience, if desired.

3

Handkerchiefs
5c to 65c
Fab Chains...
$2.50 to $5.00
Silk Hose
35C to $2.00
Suit Cases
. $2.50 to $15.00
Umbrellas
$1.00 to $5.00
Scarf pins
25c to $1.00
Cuff Buttons and Tie pin
Sets
ji.oo to $2.50
Shoes
12.50 to $6.50

HOW MUCH TO PAT!

best

ton

bifort

GIVE!

1

GRANDFATHER
75c to $2.00

van a

'

OFF ALL
SUITS, COATS
and DRESSES
Silk Mufflers...
Handkerchiefs
Socks
Night Shirts
Wrapper Blankets
Pair of Slippers

to

ment.

(?

TO

TO BUY!

well as the ideal

-

musical

Gift Store"
i- -3

- J

if

I

WHAT

answered bv a
Victrola. It is

?urtt

nrU : M

filled.

Mexico.

TELEPHONES
Business Office
News Department

"What
give?" is

JitrT&Tk

Don't worry about finding just the
right thing to give. You have only
to come to Bacharach's and look
around. E y e r y department sug
gests desirable presents. The coll
lection is such as you wiU find nowhere else. Come to the

Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New

ill MlAffi'S

1

A Victrola settles
the Christmas question

T

3.00
7.50
3.75

i

'

HE Largest and Best Selected Store of Holiday Novel
ties and Toys ever gathered
under one roof in the South- west. Count oh Bacharach's for
every help of the Season until all

.

.

4

OP

CO.

LITTLE

LITTLE SISTER
Pretty Dolls
Fancy Work Boxes

25c to $3.00
25c to 75c

Doll

$1.50
$2.00

Set of Furs
Handkerchiefs

to
to

$5.00
$3.50

6c to 25c
50c to $2.00

Cook Stoves,

Pianos

to
25c to

$2.50

Gloves

$4.50
$1.25

FATHER
Hair Brushes
bOc to $5.00
Fob Chains
$2.50 to $5.00
Socks
10c to $2.00
5c to 65c
Handkerchiefs
$2.50 to $12.00
Traveling Cases
Umbrellas
$1.00 to $5.00
35c to $1.00
Suspenders
Neck Ties-- .,
25c to $2.50

BROTHER

Shoes
Balls
Rail Engines
Pop Guns
Tool fihests

to $3.50
10c to 50c
50c to $4.00
25c to 35c

$1.00

50c to $1.25
50c to 75c
10c to 35o
35c to 75c

'

Automobiles

Stockings

Capsi.

Suits

$2.50

to

$8.50

"BIG SISTER

Toilet Articles
Pocketbooks
Hair Ornaments
Lace Collars
Gloves- Maish Bags
Stockings
Suit Cases.

Tops

Horns
.
Crib Blankets

.

$1.25

Coats

Infants Caps
Wool Stockings

$2.50

to

$5.00

$4.00
$9.00

$3.00
$15.00

to

25c to $1.00

Aprons.

15o to $3.00
15o to BOc
35c to BOc
10c to 35c

.

25c to
35c to
$4.50 to
25c to

THE DOMESTIC

THE BABY
Fancy Dolls
Building Blocks

25c to $3.00
t0c to $8.50
50c to $4.00

Muffs

to $20.00
to $5.00
to $2.00
35c to $1.50
25c to $5.00
$2.98 to $11.50
..98c to $10.00
$2.00
$2.00
5o

Shoes
Handkerchiefs
Gloves

$4.00

$2.50 to $5.00
35c to $2.00
25c to 35c

.

Neckwear.
Silk Waists
Kimonos

M.

The county officials of Chaves
county have written to the county
officials of San Miguel county congratulating them on the action of the
;San Miguel grand jury, which strong
ly condemned the work of the auditor. Coming from one of the banner
democratic counties of the state, the
action of the Chaves men is highly
.
interesting.

mil
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"BUTLER," EXPOSITION MASCOT
San Francisco, Deo. 9. The Panama-Pacific
international
exposition
has its mascot; has had him for many
months. He is a dog, a bright, affectionate, lively little fellow with white
and black hair, rather, long, suggest
ing a parentage between Bhepherd and
setter. He has all the interest of a
bird dog in birds, but not that a train
ed thoroughbred, for he does not confine his attention to game birds. He
goes after sparrows, too.
The mascot's name is "Butler." He
first appeared on the grounds"; few
days after the commencement or con
etructloa In 1912 and proceeded to
make himself at honied It was some
time nefore bs had, a permanent abid;
lng ' place, and that he did find, near
the Marina, opposite the palace of
was uncomfortable
transportation,
owing to the progress of work. Now
he has cosy resting places In many
spots and is at home everywhere. But
he will not leave the exposition
grounds. He cannot be driven or
coaxed away. If he is carried out,
he comes back. He is friendly with
all the regular habitues of the grounds
and has fallen into a bed of roses as
far as his rations go, for every one
feeds hira.
The little fellow answered to no
name in particular for a long time,
Then, one day, while he was lying
down peacefully, a man hailed a pas
ser-bby name, crying:
"Oh, Butler!"
Instantly the dog Jumped up, cocked
his ears, and ran toward the nailer
with tail wagging. He has answered
to the name of "Butler" ever since.
y

BOYS' UNDERWEAR
65c Fleeced Union Suits
75C 44
Shirts and Drawers

?

1

Grcnt Gombinnimn
'BaatfJaiicB-- DGoirabla
A

Separated Garments.
$1.50 Wool Union Suits
.ny.

59 c
--

v"

,

WiLGON BROTHERS
Fists Furnishings.

EXTRA CPZCiAL HI GAPS

BOYS' 65c

"
"

"

"

-

"

c

i

.f';

,s

;

99c
25 ea 35c
Knit:5jlk Four In Hand
Ties

,

M off Boys Outing Pajamas.

MEN'S $1.U0

;

99c

MEN'S $1.50 Wool Pull Down

i!

made
Special Xmas Price

Two-Piec- e

"

$1.25
1

"

Caps-:-

"
"

98c

-

"

79c

"

49c

toll H n
1

hunt

y

Special Price

19c

'

STEM DLCSU SUITS
(All Wool)

fl

i.

S1.75

flanhattan iand, Cutter & Crossette

a

;

&

MEN'S SHIRTS
"

Stein Block Suits, Fownes Qloyes,
Keiserj Cravats, Florsheim Shoes,
; Lord &, Tailor Sox,
Silver Collars,
Boston Garters, Hull Umbrellas
$I39
Superior Union Suits
$i 29
Suit Underwear
Staley

MEN'S PAJAMAS?
1.50 & $3 Oudng Pajamas::
.;;;i.8p
$1.75 & $2
"

taass

99c Manhattan Shirts, Stetson Hats,
q

$1.50

$1.25, S1.50

ThMfjQ to CiifoCJcn

9

"

SiX

'".

m i

Suits of Standard Excellence
Complete Bun ojj Sizes. New Models
Your Choice at
--

4 OFF-

I

'.lit
'5

fjfi!

')hlr''
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PROGRAM TONIGHT

PERSONALS,

AT THE
A. Stern of Cleveland, 0., was

commercial visitor here today.
H. Caldwell of Trinidad, came in yes
terday evening for a short business
visit here.
L. W, Meats, of Berlin Height, O.,
is in Las Vegas for the winter. He
arrived last night.
A. H. Brown came In last night
from his home in Dallas, Tex., for a
Lriet business visit.
B. E. Bishop, a well known commercial salesman, waa a business visitor In Las Vegas today.
L. N. McNeace came in yesterday
evening from his home at Levy for a
short business visit here.
C. E. Davey, an auditor for the Santa Fe Railway company, was a business visitor here today.
W. J. Scott, a big potato grower of
Colorado, is in Las Vegas for a several days' business visit.
N. G. Spence, representative for the
J. B. Farweli company of Chicago,
was a visitor in Las Vegas' today.
R. E. Baer of Albuquerque arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will be
a business visitor here for some time.
Mrs. Juan Silva and son, Luis, arrived yesterday evening from their
home in Denver, on a visit to relatives and friends.
Florentino
of Canon
Montoya
Blanco was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today. Mr. Montoya formerly
resided in Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. P. C. Shallon of Oak
Tark, 111., arrived in Las Vegas last
night and will remain in this city for
the remainder of the winter.
William Marlman and John Klunlt-ensoof Las Animas, Colo., were
business visitors in Las Vegas today.
They are cattle men of Colorado.
Herman Hilgers, brother of Nich
olas Hilgers of this city, returned to
his home at Clayton after
having
teen in Las Vegas for the past few
days.
Frank Faircloth of Fort Sumner, N,
M., arrived in Las Vegas laBt night
arid will be a business visitor here
for the next few days. He is an at
torney.
C. Ai Johnson, employed
by the
Santa Fe Railway company, came in
yesterday evening irom his home at
Trinidad for a few days' business visit here.
Miss Mary O'Donnell of Raton ar
rived in Las Vegas last night and will
be a visitor with frienda for the next
few days. Miss O'Donnell is a school
teacher of Raton.
Senator T. B. Catron will leave to
night for Washington where he will
remain until the currency legislation
finally is settled. The senator has
fceen in Las Vegas on legal business
for the past week.
n

iv

;y

BRIDGE STREET
.

THE SPEED KING."
"THE SILENT HERO, "Two Reel

Wmm

RELIEVE

SICK, SOUR STOMACH
MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOG
GED WASTE FROM LIVER
AND BOWELS
box now.
Get a
That awful Bournes3, belching of
acid' and foul gases; tbat pain In the
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
eating, dizziness and sick headache,
means a disordered stomach, which
cannot be regulated until you remove
the cause. It lsnt your stomach's
'fault. Your stomach is as good as
'
any.
j
Try Cascarets; they Immediately
cleanse the stomach;; remove the sour,
undigested and fermenting food and
foul gases; take the extess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
waste matter and poison from the
bowels.
Then your stomach trouble
13 ended.
A Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning a
box from any drug store will
keep your stomach sweet; liver ana
bowels regu'ar for months. Don't
forget the children their little lnsides
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
.

Adv.
FOG IN SIOUX

CITY

Sioux City, la., Dec. 14. A record
breaking fog enveloped Sioux City
this morning. Three clllisiona occurred on the Btreet car lines and all
traffic was greatly delayed.
New York's first elevated railroad
waa built in Greenwich street In 1857
and was operated by a clable which
ram underground and over the structure upon spider wheels.

CHRISTMAS

THE

GAME
LAST NIGHT
RESULTED IN FAVOR OF
LOCAL BUNCH

The telephone bowling game be
tween Raton and Las Vegas. Elks,
ended last night with the local team
winner by 165 pins. The--tw-o
second teams, who also bowled, playing
against the firg teams in the respective ci tils', ended with the local
squad winner by 118 pins.

sale

our
TAILORED
SUITS and LADIES', MISSES' and CHILDREN'S
we will close out

the next

TELEPHONE

Feature-Bron- cho

r

rolledf

ACTUAL COST

is only a few weeks away and you are already considering the most
acceptable gift
for your child especially that boy,
OPEN A SAYINGS ACCOUNT AND PRESENT HIM WITH A BANK BOOK

CAPITAL

PEOPLES BANK'
-

-

L

.

.

TRUST CO.
'

.

-

tifiprn

la the

game was awarded to Losey of the
local team, who1 bowled 538. The lowest man was Crampton of the Raton
team. The local team led all the
way, holding the;.- Ratonltes easily.
Each of the three strings showed the
local Elks In the lead.
The score of tie second teams was
1,865 to 1,77 in favor of the local
team. The return game probably
will be rolled within the next few
weeks. The official score: '
Raton
1st 2nd 3rd To
148 , 128 189, v.525
Ruth w
376
;147 117 112
Fugate . .
Crampton
,.135 122 117 ' 374
142 145
Baldwin 397

COATS consisting chiefly of the celebrated LA VOGUE
line, at

13, 1913.

ELKS

RATQNS

:

twenty days
and MISSES'
FOR stock of LADIES'

-

When
No discounts or reductions necessary.
a.ctua.1 cost, it means cost price as
at the manufacturers.
Also our entire stock of men's and boys' clothing consisting of the following:

we say

par-chas- ed

Men's Suit j '
300 Youths' and Boya' Suits
200 Children s Suits

SOO

' will go at actual cost; and every other item
at our store at greatly reduced prices.
Do not miss this opportunity; it will make the

biggest money

shopping you

Christmas
saving
will ever experience.

.

,

S

..

if

TO

SEE GREAT
PICTURE
WILL
'LAST DAYS OF POMPEII"
CLOSE ENGAGEMENT HERE
THIS EVENING

GIVING
COURT GIVES DECREE
CATRON OWNERSHIP OF THE
ORTIZ GRANT

Witten .
Henriquez
Conway .
Losey
McWenie

Phone Main 104

BASEBALL

NOTEo.

-

Berger, of the Chicago White Sox,
tops the list of second basemen in
the fielding averages of the American
league.
' Word from New York has it that
Pitcher Russell Ford of the Yankees
is to be traded to Cleveland for Pitch
er George Kohler.
It begins to look as though the Boston Red Rox are to follow the Boston
Braves in the matter of changing
ownership every season.
That offer of $50,000 to Eddie Collins to sign a three year contract in
the Federal league shows that the
Feds have a pretty nifty press agent.
Coach Danny Coogan, of the Cornell varsity baseball team, has signed to coach the baseball candidates
at Georgetown university next spring.
Walter Johnson, the star Washington twlrler, accepted 103 chances while
playing in 51 games during the past
season for a fielding average of 1.000.
Manager Bill Phillips of l,he Indianapolis Federal league team, claims he
has signed Bill McKechnie and
former Pittsburgh Pirates.
'
"Sfoae" Shaughnessy. manager of
the Ottawa team In the Canadian
league, has coached the McGill uni
versity football team In the winning
of two Canadian intercollegiate foot
ball championships.
Among those who are mentioned for
the vacant managerial berth at Cin
cinnati are are former Red Sox pilot,
Fielder Jones, president of the Northwestern leVfen and former manager
of the White Sox, and Bill Sweeney,
the classy second Backer of the Bos
ton Braves.
Rlv-ingto- n,

Judge David J, Leahy has rendered
a decree in favor of the plaintiff In
the case of Thomas B. Catron against
Don W. MounDay and others. The
action was to set aside an agreement
Tf
Sam Langford boxes in Paris
entered Into between Catron and
in July, next month it will be In a bout with
MounDay and associates
and not Jack Johnson.
1908, under the terms of which Moun Joe Jeanette
seems
Paris promoters have
the
It
sale
a
was
Day
preliminary,
given
the
Raised
up
proposed Johnson-Lang- contract to the Ownership of a large
tract upon the Antonio Ortiz grant, ford bout
which Catron owns.
Eddie McGoorty, Ray Bronson and
The contract was declared of no
to Aus
force or effect after January 1, 1912, Young Saylor are on their way
booked
eahc
is
where
already
tralia,
giving Catron cteartitle to the land.
'tattles
after
soon
severar'rin
for
According to, the terms of the decree up
the
the
first
of
year.
the title of Julius G. Day and others,
including: : number "of ; settlers, is
Jack Dillon la considering ah, offer,
not affected The tract in question In
to
go to aris and swap punches with
:
cludes ;abput, 160,000 acres.
;;
Georges Carpentier. Jack' should have
Accordiing to the contention of the little trouble in
disposing of the
United States government, which is
French
champion.
prosecuting MounDay and his wife
for using the mails to defraud, Moun
Taking a beating from Champion
Day sold land upon the Ortiz grant Willie Ritcihe and another from Joe
to people in many states, including
Rivers has just about put the. skids
New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas and
under Leach Cross.
Oklahoma.
He made the sales upon
the statement that he possessed am"Uncle Tom" McCarey is trying to
ple water rights for irrigating the arrange a clash between Jacls Brltton
tracts sold.1 MounDay also Is accus and Bud Anderson to take place beed of having1 sold lands upon the fore his Los Angeles club.
grant after ho knew he had no titte
to the tract because of having allow
Young Ahearn scored a knockout
ed his option to run out.
in the second round of a muss with
Undoubtedly the action of the court Henry Piet In Paris the other night
here will have some bearing upon
Ad Wolgast has agreed to take on
this phase'of the MounDay case when Charley White or some other gooa
it canies up for trial in the United lightweight in Milwaukee on Decem
States court for Kansas. MounDay ber 10.
was not represented at the hearing,
having allowed the case to go by deT)r. Lyman Abbott will be 78 years
fault, apparently.
old next week.

157

139

435

.699 " 726

702

2127

3rd

To'l

153
138

Las Vegas
1st 2nd

HOFFMAN & GPAUBARTH

LAST" CHANCE

WATCH NOW

il0

J159

Gumm

Come early while our stock is complete

The Popular Price Store

r BUY.. THA

.

.

EXPIRED LAST YEAR

"CASCARETS"

DECEMBER

Comedy-Keyst- one

"The Last Days of Pompeii" delighted the largest audiences of the
we,ek at the Browne theater last night
and proved to be most interesting,
eclipsing In that respect any pictures
ever shown here. The scenes taken
at the volcano are realistic, according
to those who know, and thus have an
educational value. Yesterday afternoon all the students of the Normal
and city schools were permitted to
leave school early In order to be able
PUBLIC NOTICE
to witness a matinee. ' The picture
Owing to a city law forbidding auc will be shown tonight at the Browne
tion sales it will not Justify me to for
,
the last time.
hold such a sale. But I will have a
daily Give Away sale of all goods at
cost, less 20 per cent discount for cash
till Christmas. Come now everybody. VOUNDArS CONTRACT
Cellers Jewelry Store, 521 Sixth St.
Adv.

DEFEAT

MUTUAL MOVIES
....

SATURDAY,

.117
--

151

143

129
171
162

158

429
430
432
538
463

739

164

789

2292

iJl49l'l43
--

152

.178
.

159

--

189

A Complete Line

at the Lowest Prices

The largest tillable '; farm In the
United States Is near Tarkio, Mo., and
contains 23,000 acres. The land alone
Is estimated to be worth almost
Last year the farm had under cultivation. 14,000 acres, in corn,
3,000 each ftrwheat and oat,-an- d
1,500
in alfalfa. The profit on the entire
farm for one year recently was $100,000. A force of expert bookeepers is
employed to keep the accounts of the
'
farm.

COME IN AND SEE THEM

-

it

Fifty-seve- n
years of continuous service as a weaver Is f the remarkable
record of a woman employed in a cotton mill in Saco, Me.

TAU

A
brick house will
outlast one built of granite.
d

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
'New York, Dec. 13. The'stock mar
ket closed firm. Bear traders again
took charge of the' market today after an early improvement" had given

(Thimnrm F7?7nrrinrnnsn

stocks an appearance of firmness.
Spread of unsatisfactory conditions
in mercantile lines threatened
the
confidence with which professional
traders attacked the market. Indications that stock were being put out on
all rallies reduced buying largely to
short coverings. After a new low average of prices ha1d been reached the
list grew stronger in response to week
end coverings. Losses were made up
and eventually many stocks were ad- - "ke advance, but later the market
vanced fractionally above yesterday's ' made an upturn all around, Closing
close.
figures were steady at
cent lower
to
Bonds were heavy.
higher than last night'
The last sales for the day were:
Increased, receipts led, tOJttnly trana-cie, 69
Amalgamated Copper
weakening In corn. After start. .101
Sugary , . , .
ing unchanged to lower, prices rose
Atchison
2
weir above last night's level. The
Northern Pacifio
.'....,..107 close was steady
to
net low- Reading
M..lt
Southern Pacific
J6
The oats sagged, notwithstanding
f'
Union Pacific
...150 that offerings were moderate.
United States Steel
55
First sales of provisiona were the
104
United States Steel, pfd
same as last night to
cents
off, with more decided
weakness
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
later. The closing quotations were
Wheat Deo.
Chicago, Dec. ; 13. Wheat prices
May 92
hardened today owing to continued ' Corn, Dec,
May .'69.
unfavorable crop reports from' ArgenOatsJ, Doc. 39
"
tina, and, because pt, a forecast that
Porkj May $2.95.
world shipments would be light. OpenLard, Jan. $10.72; May $11.05.
lower to a ' Ribs, Jan. $10.90; May $11.15. ' '
ing price's, varied from,

............

25

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
beef Bteers $78.25; western steers
Kansas City, Mo, Dec. 13. Hogs,
steers $5.507;i
67.75; southern
Market; steady to cows $4.407; heifers
receipts 2,000.
$6.509;i '
shade lower. Bulk $7.357.65; hear calves $6.5011.
vy $7.607.70; packers and butchers
Sheep, receipts 2,000. Market stea-- "
$7.457.65; lights f7.357.65; pigs dy. Lambs $7.258.50; yearlinga
$6.507.
i'.h,
$5.506.,75; wethers $4.505.25j' w?
Cattle, receipts 10$. Market steady, ewes $4.2504.75; stockers and feed- - '
Prime fed steers $150010; dressed ers $3.256.60,

UNTID DECEMBER. 18th.
i
ft

89;
69;

WE HAVE DECKED TO

f

f2

T"

CGTQ'E

CU3

3r 1

t

..

forI spot cash o:jly

.

9.G0 For $12.00 Golden Oa.k Dressers
tl.05 For 515.00 Golden Osxk Dressers
1C C5 For S19.50 Golden OaJ; Dressers
1G.45 For S22.50 Maple Dressers
C.05 For S10.00 Oak Chiffoniers
17.65 For S22.50 Oak Chiffoniers
and thousands of other bsxrrjsxins eu!:;L1c
for Christmas Presents
O

DAILY GIVE AWAY SALE
Silverware, Jewelry, Watches, Clocks, Holiday
Novelties and French Ivory goods at
absolute cost and

Biginning; today till Christmas.

Celler's Jewelry Store.
521
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or anv Man's Suit or Overcoat in the
House
These Suits and Overcoats are Worth
from $18000 to $25.oo

For any Boy's Overcoat, ages

10

to

17

years.

ML

i

u uu
n

Elegant goods worth from $15.00

to $20.00.

For all Children's Overcoats, ages from four to ten years, very nobby little
ments, worth from $7.oo to $9.00

gar

For all Children's Suits. Ages from four to nine years. Nice new stylish stuff.
Worth from $5.00 to $7.oo
For all Youth's Suits. Ages from nine to fourteen years. Worth from $6.oo to
iS.oo. Splendid assortment to choose from
Z3

All Shoes, $4.00 and $5.00 quality, will go
1

I

for this remarkably low price
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HELD CATARRH OF

QUBT0EE5

Clearing out your throat every day,
all day. That la what you have been
doing1 for months. Possibly years. A
little mucus covers the pharynx.
If you were to go to a doctor he
would tell you that you have pharyngitis. If you were to look into
your own throat you would find just
back of the soft palate a red, lumpy,
granular appearance of the back part
of the throat. Pharyngitis the doctors call It.
Perhaps he would call It, follcular

IN KANSAS
CITY

PULPIT

locielp Rotes!

THE PHARYNX.

-- A N

D--

-

DECEMBER

SEVEN

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Litany, Holy Communion and Sermon, 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 445, When Morning Gilds the
Skies," (Barnby.)

:

Choir Loft

(Continued From Page Three)

13,1913.

Venite Exultemus Domino,

in garments of the grand old days,
She wore a stately Grecian bend and

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

Chant,

(Robinson.)
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
Gloria Patrl, Chant. fRoblnson.
monumental whalebone stays; the CONCEPTION Adrian
Haheyrolle,
Benedict!, Omnia Opera (Read).
sleeves were tight, the waist was pastor.
BURLINGTON RAILWAY REFUSES
Benedictus, Chant, (Anon.)
First mass at 7 :00 a.m.; second mass Hymn 263, "Ye Christian
TO ACCEPT UNFORTUNATE
flat, with foolish ribbons here and
Heralds,"
10 a. m. Sunday school In English
at
there. She wore a dinky little hat
COUPLE AS PASSENGERS
(Zeuner.)
3
Sermon.
pharyngitis. If causes you constant and knotted net upon her hair. And and Spanish at p m., in Spanish at
Misfortune continues to follow Mr. annoyance. You are always making from the waistline . to the floor the 3:30 p. m. Rosary an: benediction
30
"Lo, He Comes," (St.
Hymn
disturbances when seated In an dress was'
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
and Mrs. J. H. Crabtree, the couple Blight
N
to
dozen
hold
large
enough
Thomas.)
audience.
hold your throat
Can't
m.
who were discovered to he insane up- still.
Presentation of Alms, Chant (An- Stringy mucus bothers you. shapely limbs or more but only two
did it infold.
on their arival here a week ago on Worse in the morning.
Sunday school for English speak on.)
That is
Then she burst on her husband's ing and Spanish speaking children
the way from California to their
Hymn 584, "Go' Labor on," (J. B.
way you are going nearly all day. gaze, and he evinced no
home in Athens, Tenn. It will be re- the
signs of bliss every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
Calkin.)
Sometimes in the night when you
membered that after the woman had wake up. Tou ought to gargle your but wildly cried, in his amaze, "Great
This church is open daily for pri
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR vate prayer and meditation.
attempted to leap from the second throat with salt water every morn- Scott! what doggone freak is this?
ing. Cold salt water. That clears Can- this be
you, 'Jemima Jane, the ROWS Rev. Paul Gllberton, pastor.
story window' of a hotel, the couple out
the throat perfectly and makes It
were taken to the Las Vegas hospital ready for treatment.
Woman that I made my bride, or has
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
APPLICATION
FOR GRAZING
Peruna Is the treatment. Begin J the weather soured my brain and day excepted. Second mass 8.30;
and later to the New Mexico hospital
PERMIT
sermon
In
for the insane, while their two small wnn a teaspoonrul before each meal made me daft and
?
Can
English, hymns rendered
NOTICE is hereby given that all
and at bedtime. Try It for a week.
children were cared for Mr. and Mrs. Tou will be convinced.
Of course, this be you, the once sweet maid I by the children under the direction applications for permits to graze catC. H. Scliirmer.
Peruna will not entirely relieve you vowed to cherish and protect, or of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass tle, horses, sheep and goats within
in
a week. That Is too much to ex have my faculties all strayed? Has at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish. the PECOS NATIONAL, FOREST
court
district
the
arrange
Through
during the season of 1914 must be
pect
remedy. But It will benements were made with the Santa Fe fit of any
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4 filed
something spoiled my intellect?"
in my office at Santa Fe, New
so much you will be conyou
These are my mother's clothes," Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- Mexico, on or before January 25,
railway to take the Crabtrees to vinced. Yes, it will. It has done
1914.
Full information In regard to
said Jane, "the kind of rags you like ment. At the New Mexico Hospital
theirhome, for which place they left this many times.
grazing fees to be charged and
Follcular pharyngitis. Big words. the
for the Insane, mass every fourth the
this week in charge of a railway sec- Almost
know
are
that
safe
you
best;
they
blank forms to be used In making apIf
as bad as the disease.
ret service man. Upon their arrival you take Peruna for one monthBut
and sane and modest till you cannot Sunday by the pastor.
plications will be furnished upon reregquest. THOMAS R. STEWART, Suin Kansas City they weer given into ularly, you may forget that you ever rest."
pervisor.
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
the charge of the police, the Burling- had such a disease. Then you will
"Go, take them off," his voice
have a perfect right to forget the big
ton railway having refused to accept words
9:45
school
a.
m.
on
"and
Sunday
to
arose,
put
something up
too.
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
them aa passengers. The Kansas
date! If women wore such duds as
People who object to liquid mediCommunion and preaching 11 a, m.
City Journal of yesterday morning cine can now obtain Peruna Tablets. those, no man could keep his brain
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
V
i ;?''?' J"k.y.'",,'"PUlltf''irA.
published the following article con Ask Your Druggist for Free Peruna on straight. I never knew our mothIM11. In Red Mid Gold Jt.ctnlllAV
Lucky Day Almanac for 1914.
ers owned allegiance to such nutty
Evening services, 7:30 p. m.
cernlng the unfortunate family:
boxes, iealf.1 with Blue Ribbon.
'
1 Bk no other. Buy of
yonr V
One of the most pitiful scenes at
Urucotat. AskforOiri.tiirEH.TGRrf
No wonder that our fathers
stlyes.
ll
little-wethe
cloth
ocin,
E.
being
FIRST
M.
questioned
CHURCH Corw
.bijn,
IS
police headquarters In a long time
groaned through life and looked on
IHJ9nCIWUM
H SOID BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWRE
curred last night when J. H. Crab- - ed children played inside of the rail- death with smiles."
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. tt.
where
C.
many thousands of crimAnderson, pastor.
tree, hla wife and two little children ing
were taken to the station. The hus- inals have stook to be Booked. The
Sunday school, 9:4&. Morning wor-shi- Fits His Case Exactly
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
cro- "When father was sick about eix
with sermon at 11 o'clock.
band and wife apparently were be- little boy, In a red, tight-fittinm
Dentist
.;
wildered as a result of a trip across cnerea suit, turned someiaults over years ago he read an advertisement
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
work
Dental
of
and
has
not
he
been
any description at
since.
eick
My worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
the mountains. Instinct alone ap- his parents' suitcases and the little pers that fit his case exactly," writes
moderate
prices
A cordial invitation is extended to
Miss Margaret Campbell of Ft. Smith,
peared to be the only thing in their girl was swinging on the rails.
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main IS
to
Ark.
who
the
all
no
make-u"He
have
worother place of
According
purchased a box of them
that was not dumb.
railway agents it
East Laa Vegas, New Mexico
ship to attend divine services at this
old is not an uncommon thing for adults of Chamberlain's Tablets In the
Crabtree carried his. little
was
had
stomach
trouble
and
to
become
bewildered during a trip also benefited
church.
old daughter was
son and the
by them." For sale by
MONUMENT CO
held by the hand by Mrs. Crabtree. across the mountains. H. F. Clifford U dealers. Adv.
said last night that more than once
FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
N. M.
a
were
Fe
Santa
taken
CHURCH
from
Albuquerque,
They
TO TRY ALLEGED GRAFTERS
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug,
215 E. Central
train at the Union depot. They came a month he has a case of this kind.
23 Years Practical Experience.
Nyack, N. Y., Dec. 13. The cases las avenue and Tenth street Mornfrom Bakersfield, Calif., and were on
Cured of Liver Complaint
of Bart Dunn, a Tammany leader, and ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clocfc E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS.
the way to Athens, Tenn. They werej
"I was suffering with liver com- others under indictment for
alleged 'Bible study and Sunday school sesto proceed east over the Burlington
plaint," says Iva Smith of Point
road. The Burlington refused to ac Blank, Texas, "and decided to try a graft in the construction of state sion at 9:45 , m. Society of Chriscept them as passengers because of 25c box of Chamberlain's Tablets, highways in Rockland county; will be tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
T5he
and am happy to say that I am com- called for trial Monday before Justice
The church extends a most hearty
their condition.
cured and can recommend Tompkins in the
pletely
supreme court. The Invitation to all people. Strangers
It was after the little family had them to every one." For sale by all
indictments
were found
several and sojourners in the city especially
crossed the mountains that the par- dealers. Adv.
months ago as a result of a long in welcomed.
The Best Place to Eat
ents began exhibiting signs of mental
under
NOTICE
the
direction
of
Justice
fanquiry
a
exhibited
derangement. They
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Notice is hereby given 1hat the reg- Kapper.
atical religious tendency to the disin Las Vegas
mornRegular services every Sunday
turbance of the other passengers. At ular annual meeting of the stockhold11
at
and
o'clock
ers
ing
Woman
California
of
Alarmed
Bank
the
San Miguel National
Wednesday
Seriously
Newton, Kan., Charles Ohrvel, a spe"A short time ago I contracted a evening at 8 o'cloak In O. R. C. hail.
C. C.
cial agent for the Santa Fe, boarded of Las Vegas will be held at the of- sever cold which eettled
on my lungs
Prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
the train and accompanied the party fice of the bank on Tuesday, Janu- and caused me a great deal of annoy
1
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Comer
Next to Posfal Telegraph Office
to Kansas City, where passage on ary 13th, 1914, at 10 o'clock a. m., for ance. I would have bad coughing spells
my lungs were so sore and in- of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
the tickets terminated. Here Ohrvel the purpose of electing directors for and
I
to
flamed
be seriously alarm Green, Pastor.
began
was joined by H. F. Clifford, a spe- the ensuing year.
ed. A friend recommended ChamberD.
T.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Cashier.
HOSKINS,
cial agent for the railroad at Kansas
lain's Cough Remedy, saying she had
used it for years. I bought a bottle
Morning worship with sermon at
City, and whtft the Burlington road
and it relieved my cough the first 11 a. m.
NOTICE
would not accept the family as pass-- j
LET US SEND YOU A MAN
night, and In a week I was rid of the
'
D. Y. P.- TJ. at 6:30 p. m.
is
the
Notice
regthat
given
hereby
cold and soreness of my lungs," writes
engers the Santa Fe special agents
To put our New Metal
Evening worship with sermon at
turned the family over to the police ular annual meeting of the stockhold- Miss Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
7:30 p. m.
ers of the Las Vegas Savings bank, sale by all dealers. Adv.
WEATHER
department.
The church extends a cordial in- will be held at the office of the bank
on jour doors and windows to keep
According to Mr. Ohrvel, the furthDISCUSS MARKETING
QUESTION tation to the public.
er east the family went the more on Tuesday, January 13th, 1914, at 10
out cold and
Dec. 13. The market
Tex.,
Dallas,
a.
the
of
electfor
o'clock
m.,
purpose
quiet the man and woman became.
of farm products was the leading .toTHE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
At police headquarters they gave the ing directors for the ensuing year.
fifth
at
the
here
discussed
and National Avenues.
Railroad
today
pic
D. T. HOSKIXS, Treasurer.
police and the police matron no trou-- j
convention of the Texas Inannual
service::
of
Hours
ble. It is the belief of the railway
Contractor and Builder
Clarence Ousley
10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
In the stomach comes from food dustrial congress.
Gas
Preaching
will
be
that
the
physicouple
agents
PHONE
Vegas 466
which has fermenteu. Get rid of this of Fort Worth, a noted agricultural
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
cally and mentally fit to resume their badly digested food as quickly as pos- expert, and Professor Charles B. Ausm.
6:30
Y.
B.
p.
P. V.,
journey in a few days. They will be sible if you would avoid a bilious at- tin of the extension
department of the If you are without a church home
Is
HERBINE
the
C.
Colonel
you
of
J.
remedy
tack;
the
in
custody
placed
We can help you.
need. It cleanses and strengthens the University of Texas were the princi- come!
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
Greenhan, Investigator of the insane stomach, liver and bowels,
and re- pal speakers. A feature of the meetIf you are looking for church work
MRS. OLL1E SHEARER
for the police department.
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price ing was the formal award of the 1G0 come! You can help us.
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
While the husband and wife were 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
prizes,' aggregating $10,000, which the
Treatment, Facial Massage, Mani? ftiffti
mn
y ..
WTpw.y xww4i- wwF'a'i" vTWjfWiw
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
congress distrbutea each year among
cure, chiropody.
the Texas farmers who have made Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
Hotel Romalno
the largest yields per aerie of field avenue. East Las Vegas.
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Third Sunday in Advent, December
i
crops at the least expense.
;

,

-

orey-eyed-

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
.

' Jefferson Ray nolds. President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
HalJet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

S PILLS

CHICHESTER

W

p
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

h

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

p

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

pa-sist-

JONES-BOWER-

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best

of serviqe

interest Paid cn Time Deposits

MERCHANTS CAFE

1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR 0!

m.
!4H1

CLAYTON,

v

3

STRIPS

SAVE FUEL

0 VE R L AN D

win a

Oi

A3

11 5 9 T

M CD

relephane or caf! and we will have our demon-

strator show

FRANK HEVELL

rc;

"

Los Vegas Automobile

you

I

Macbiiie

Phone Main 344.

Co

Wm. Whalen, Pr6p,

TEXAS. J. A.
GEORGETOWN,
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It

has given permanent relief In a num.
ber of cases of obstinate coughs andi
colds." Contains no opiates. Refusa
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store Adv.

14, 1913.

Not Beyond

Help

at

87

bladder weakness,
stiffness in joints, weak, inactive kid
ney action and rheumatic pains, are
all evidence of kidney trouble. Mrs.
Mary A. Dean, 47 E. Walnut St., Taunton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my
87th birthday, and thought I was beyond the reach of medicine, but Foley
Kidney Pills have proved most bene
ficial in my case. O. G. Schaefer,
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Sleep-disturbin- g
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In the life of even the best of us, there are days when "all
the ginger seems to have been knocked Out of us", and the
world looks "mighty blue". At such a time you will find in
Sunny Brook The Pure Food W hiskey a safe, satisfying, pleasant stimulant, which will almost instantly brace up your entire
system, and put new life into body and brain. Its strongly developed medicinal properties makes the use of Sunny Brook, in
moderation, highly beneficial and healthful.
The Lerpgiit Distillers of Fine, Old Whiskey in the World are
back of Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey besides, Sunny
Brook is bottled under the Green Government Stamp, a positive
assurance that it is U. S. Government 100
and that it reaches
you with its natural purity and matchless quality fully preserved.
SUNNY BROOK Is now bottled with our own patented
l msttr stoppers. One tew uncorks or
the
boUle tijlit. No Need for Cork Scrcwt.

MBYBRS CO.

General Distributors, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
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v
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TO HONOR CAMPAIGN MANAGER
New York, Dec. 13. The banquet
to be given at the Waldorf Monday
night In honor of Robert Adamson,
manager of the recent fusion campaign in this city, promises to be a
notable affair. Job Hedges will he
toastmaster and among. the speakers
will be Governor Slaton of Georgia,
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo,
Mitchel,
Mayor Kline, Mayor-elec- t
William F. McCornbs, chairman of the
'

democratic national committee.

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

COULD DIE
i

Aal

De Free

Fron Her Troubles,

latFiuiJs Better Way.

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

Columbia, Tenn. "Many a time,"
says Mrs. Jessie Sharp, of this place.
"1 wished 1 would die and be relieved

of my isuffering, from womanly troubles.
1 Could
not get up, without pulling at
something to help me,1 and stayed in Ded
most of the time.
could not do my
housework.
The least amount of work tired me
out. My head would swim, and I would
Iremble for an hour or more. Finally, 1
look Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I
am not bothered with pains any more,
and I don't have to go to bed. In fact,
1 am
sound and well of all my troubles."
Cardui goes to all the weak spots and
helps to make them strong. It acts with
nature not against her. It is for the
tired, nervous, irritable women, who feel
as if everything were wrong, and need
something to quiet their nerves and
system.
strengthen the worn-oIf you are a woman, suffering from any
of the numerous symptoms ot womanly
(rouble, take Cardui. It will help you.
At all druggists.

How to Bankrupt the Doctors
prominent New York physician
RflVS. "If it were not for the thin stock
ing and thin soled shoes worn by
women the doctors would probably be
hankrunt." When you contract a cold
do not wait for It to develop into
nneumonia but treat it at once. Cham
berialn's Cough Remedy is Intended
especially for coughs and colds, and
Chattanooira Medicina Co.. Ladles'
Wrttt
has won a wide reputation by Its Advisory
Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Sf.iat
cures of these diseases. It is most Inttrm tiensDept..
book, Homn
ot) your casa and
in plain wrapper. K.G. US
Womon,"
to
Tio&tmant (or
effectual and Is pleasant and safe
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
A
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President

D. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
S. Lewis, Ass'L Cash.

E.
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DA
Office mtli (he San Miguel National Rank

.

WM. G. HAYDOlN:
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II. W. KELLY.
D. T. HOSKINS
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EIGHT

Light

Dill Pickles.

o'clock

Sour pickles.

U

j'

UM.l

i

Sweet Pickles.

.nJ vioonou
"
yV-wtn-

Melba Peaches.

Jiftojr
Horn

FOOD

WHEAT

RALSTON

Supreme Pears.

3

Supreme Cherries.
Did you get one of the

Supreme Loganberrls.

re-

cipe books "Cake Secrets' from

Supreme Apricots.
Monarch Blueberries.

Bros.,

Igleheart

Swan's

the

Down Cake Flour people?

Blackberries.

Monach Blueberries.

Try a package of Swans Down

Red Raspberries.
Monarch Seles Figs.
Monrach

Cake Flour or Graham Flour.

off all over the house with a
restrictions. Bacbar- -

few necessary
ach's. Adv.

fit"'.
Mrs. Jake Graaf received word thi
morning of the death of her brother-in-law- ,
Bert Ramsey of El Paso, which
occurred Monday in an automobile ac-

BUttffiS

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the

Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
fv

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
Wholesalers

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BAKING

i
f.v'??S-'.V-

mm
.

".J

you cannot afford to use
any but the best flour
which is of course Our
Pride. Don't run the risk
of spoiling the bread, the
pudding, the pie, the cake.
Order a sack of Our Pride
flour
and make sure
to-da-

of

y

that part of your

sup-

plies for the feast.

LAS VEGAS ROLLER MILL

PH,?,NE

the Best of Everything Eatable

Leave Your Orders
Here For That

6

IIAYVARD

cident.

Taichert's
Clothing Store
Correct Garments lor Men

Clarence D. Hanes, aged 28, of Las
Vegas, and Abelina Vallejos of East
Las Vegas, were granted a 'marriage,
afternoon' at the

license yesterday
court house.

'(;:.?'

SANTA FE CONCERTS

Rev. P. Kretschmar, pastor 'of the
Lutheran 'church at Optimo, is here

for a
today making arrangements
Christmas service to be held on De
cember 25 at 2 o'clock In the Meth
odist church. The service will be
entirely in English.
Marriage licenses were issued this
morning at the court house to Sala- mon Zamora, aged 21, and Luciana
Gallegos, aged 16, both of Upper Las
Vegas; Fidel Ortega, aged 27, of
Canada de Enmendio, and Petrita
Abeytia, aged 20, o Ojo del Caballo.
The minister of the First Christian
church will speak Sunday morning
upon "Commercial Honor," and in the
evening upon "Faith." Miss' Edna
Gerard will sing a solo at the morning service. Mr. D. C. Barnett and
Miss Gerard will sing a duet to the
evening congregation.
Two handsome fox skins were displayed this
morning at the court
house by Domingo Hays, a resident
of Apache Springs. As no bounty
4s offered for foxes, Mr. Hayes will
sell the hides to a local dealer, who
doubtless will pass them on to the

manufacturer of muffs and stoles.
The foxes were trapped by Mr. Hayes.

John J. Rafftery having failed to
appear In court to contest the action
of his wife, Gladys St. Pierre Raff
tery, for a divorce, Judge David J.
Leahy in chambers this morning granted a decree. Mrs. Rafftery is given
a divorce and the custody of her
minor child. Judge E. V. Long represented the plaintiff. Rafftery is a
brakeman employed by the Santa Fe
railway.
In yesterday evening's Denver Post
Otto Floto, a pugilistic expert, de
clares that Benny Chavez did not
'
show up any too well in his last
bout in Denver, with Fox as an opponent Floto condemns Chavez for
deserting his former manager, Louis
'Newman, and intimates that he has
a yellow streak. Floto's arraignment
of the popular Trinidad fighter, well
known here, is severe.
The Woman's club members! say

the action taken at the recent meet
ing of the organization in regard to

XMAS TURKEY

THE GRAAF

Come in and have first choice

3

IW

New Mexico Largest

35 c

Will give &0 per cent off on all
millinery to close out stock. Mrs.
L. P. Wright, 509 Sixth street. Adv.

off on night robes, pajamas
and Adler Rochester suits and overcoats at Taichert's Clothing Store.
Correct garments for men.--Ad- v.

3AVAJ0

PASS US UP

MAY
ON

LEARNING THIS THE
MERCIAL CLUB COMMUNI-CATEWITH BUSSER

COMS

P. H. LeNoir, secretary of the Y. M.
this morning receive.d a communication from S. Ei Busser, head
of the Santa Fe reading room amuseC. A.,

ment course, to the effect that Las
Vegas probably will not be on the
list of places receiving the entertainments provided by the Santa Fe
during this ' winter. The reason, according to Mr. Busser, is that the
entertainments will be given only at
places where is it is not possible for
railway employes to receive such
entertainment
through the regular
channels. Las Vegas being considered a place of much amusement the
Santa Fe possibly d.eclded to pass up
this city.
;
The Commercial club has decided
to take up the matter with Mr. Busser in view of retaining the service
for the benefit of the loca1 employes,
and will take immediate action. The
local Y. M. C. A. always has handled
the Santa Fe concerts capably, and
all employes of the Santa Fe who
have attended the entertainments
have been well satisfied. It Js said
that the concerts w.ill be given in
Albuquerque, but this rumor comes
from unofficial sources.
However,
the Commercial club will take up the
matter in an effort to get the same
courtesy for Las Vegas that is given
other New Mexico cities of equal
size. The letter from Mr. Busser is
as follows:
Albuquerque, Dee. 12, 1913.
Mr. Phil H. LeNoir,
General Secretary Y. M. C. A.,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
My Dear Mr. LeNbur: I have yours
of October 21 and December 1 relative to new supply of tickets.
I would advise that you do nothing
toward a new supply, as it is quite
doubtful whether our entertainments
will be stopped at Las Vegas this
coming season. While one or two
exceptions may be made, the general
plan will be to stpp them only at the
remote points where our employes
have fewer opportunities to hear
good lectures and music than at the'
larger places.
Truly yours,
'

the charity fund has been misstated
8. E. BUSSER,
kil! t' misunderstood. Each of the
women at the meeting agreed to fur
Superintendent Reading Rooms;
nish a dollar for charity and to en
deavor to induce other members who
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
did not attend to do the same. The
club took no action on the matter
as an organization, each member be- WANTED To rent 3 or
furnished rooms for light housekeeping given the right to do as she
pleases in regard to the charity
ing; no sickness. Address C. H.,
"
movement.
Optic.
'

CO. STORE

Bernard Naughton's
hundreds of friends in Las Vegas,
made during a residence here of
several years while, recuperating his
health, which was Ijroken down by
arduous duties in a big Chicago par
ish, will be interested to learn that
the priest distinguished himself recently by an act of heroism near
Denver.
The following article from
the Denver Catholic Register is de
scriptive of t'atner Naugnton a action In the face of danger, bringing
the solace of the sacraments to a dying man and winning honor for himself and his church:
A story of wonderful heroism on the
part of a Catholic priest is now going the rounds of the Denver diocese.
It concerns the Rev. Father Bernard
Naughton, of Central City, who crawled under a wrecked locomotive on
the Colorado and Southern railroad,
although his life was In grave danger,
to administer the last sacaments of
the church to Engineer" James T.
Duffy, of 2325 Julian street, ?f4ver,
who was recently killed in a crash.
Mr. Duffy was an excellent Catho
lic and the priest was sent for shortly after the wreck. The engineer was
pinned under the locomotive and for
severalShours hissing .'steam squirted
squarely into hte face, cooking that
member, while the victim was still
alive. All efforts to release him from
his perilious position failed and when
Father Naughton arrived, many per
sons who were standing
near by
warned him not to approach the dying man, as the engine was liable to
topple over.
"Don't mind me. My duty is under
the engine," Father Naughton is reported to have said, as he crawled
beneath the locomotive to administer
the sacraments.
He grasped the victim's hands and
said: "I am a Catholic priest."
The wounded engineer understood,
and, though his face was so terribly
scalded that he could not speak, he
pressed the rector's hands and let it
be known that he knew what was go
ing on.
Then, while the victim languished
in bodily torment, the priest admin
istered peace to the soul. Mr. Duffy
was too badly injured to swallow the
host, but he received absolution.
The many persons who knew him
in life say that it was undoubtedly be
cause of his exemplary life that God
allowed him to live long enough to
receive the last rites of the chourch.

'

The good roads movement took a
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
Optlo office.
At all the railway stations in Rus- Jump this week on the Watrous-La- s
sia books are kept wherein passen- Vegas road when Ralph Rohrer, one
Florence, Italy, Dec. 13. The au- gers are invited to enter any com- of the contractors, pulled off an In
dividual stunt that surprised and
thenticity of the "Mona Lisa" found plaint they may wish to make.
yesterday in possession of Vincenzo
SERVES YOU RIGHT
pleased the highway commission. Ron
snow storm, drag
the
Perugia wrs confirmed by experts affollowing
rer,
a
more
total
the
of
year
During
past
ter further examination today.
than 100 companies have been formed ged the road from Onava to Azul,
The picture bears the seals of the to engage in the breeding of
thus clearing the .highway of snow,
Louvre and other galleries in which
animals In the Maritime provinces He reports the road in excellent
it had been hung, while the traces of of Canada,,,
shape as a result. This work was
OUR SPECIALTIES
done free by Mr.' Rohrer.- People
repairs at the back of the canvass
Wat-rous
known to have been made are also The first apartment house In Amer- who have made trips over the
Fresh Oysters
visible.
and new Mora roads say that
ica was built shortly before the civil
G. Steaks,
K.
Guatemala
The prisoner was again questioned war in East Eighteenth street, In New the gravel that has been placed cn
Coffee
fcy the police authorities this morning. York City, and is still standing in them makes conditions 100 per cent
' '
He repeated his story of having stol- good condition.
better. They state that the .roads
en the pictire as an act of patriotic
are comparatively boulevards. At
NIGHT
The annual arpm'o yield of each times they were impassable under
vengeance for Napoleon's depredations la Italy.
tea plant is one pound and a qusrtDr. former conditions.

.BISMARK

OPEN ALL

jp

jl

you select from our big and varied
appreciated Christmas gifts will
be held for you and delivered for Christmas.
No need to lock doors and screen windows to insure a surprise. We will play Santa Claus. '
If you select a Hoosier Cabinet for the housekeeper
of the family wife, mother or sister a Morris

ANYTHING

chair, lamp or good table for father or brother, something attractive and convenient for the rooms of the
younger members of the family, you will delight
each recipient.
ray us a visit. It
will be profitable
PS
to you. Prices rea
sonable aual

n

l

1

J.

fSFPMi

C. JOHNSEN & SON

t AfJ

G OA

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
i

ot Msto

Is 10 Per Cent Discount
In Real Money Worth While
If So
Trak.de

MONEY FOR HOSPITAL

BOUCHER'S
Have You Tried
Our

NOTtlERo

'

,

'

Gifts Delivered for
Christmas

The Optic is in. receipt of a list
of names of those who have contributed toward the Las Vegas hospital fund. This will be published
next Monday. A generous amount of
money has been subscribed through
the work of the citizens committee,
which has been working on the movement, but considerable still is needed.
Any one who has not been visited by
the committee and who wishes to
give may do so by seeing Charles
or W. J. Lucas.

"MONA LISA" IDENTIFIED

g

"

"

Rev. Father

"

J. F. Sackman will continue in
painting, glazing and papering business. Phone Main 325. Adv.

33

TE

in securing the entire output
of neckwear from a New York
Manufacturer at half price.
Values to sell at 50o and
75o we are offering at

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

STEARN'S STORE

At Hie Home of

FOR TUN A

rat kM

LAS VEGAN
CRAWUS
FORMER
BENEATH WRECKED ENGINE
TO AID DYING MAN

WE HAVE BEEN

Store open evenings from now until
Christmas. - Enclrach's. Adv.

Sweet Special Peaches.

Monarch

Bourbon

OOES

A DEED OF HEROISM

mm

5:31

A big dance for all at F. B. hall
Thursday, December 25. Adv.

-

W1 eMiiDnCNYHf

lamps at

CHRISTMAS

th!a evening.

Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Tomato Relish.
Sweet Relish.

automobile

13, 1913.

FATIIEiSNAUGIITON

LOCAL NEWS

NEW GOODS

NEW GOODS

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
Kraut

UTS

P

I

xt

TAUPERT'S
JEWELER.
NORMAL NOTES

'

The Trigoniaa SQcietjt met itt regular session. Wednesday morning,
when the following ' program was
given: Debate, Resolved, that the
president of the United States should
be elected by the popular vote and
the electoral college abolished.
Affirmative Carlisle Potter and Edward Hite. Negative Carloa Spiess
and Edwin Rosenthal. The Trigonian
News, the weekly paper of the society, Frank Robberts.
After advancing many arguments
on both sides 41)6 affirmative succeeded in convincing the judges that their
side was right and that the president
should be elected by popular vote.
This program was the best that has
been given this year by the Trigon-ians- .
...

1

The newly elected annual staff
made its first appearance at chapel
yesterday morning when each member made a speech on the subject of.
the annual and what they intend to
make it.

Last

Monday

at chapel

solos yesterday afternoon at a special
chapel period. The students greatly
enjoyed his singing and encored hin
several times.

Tuesday evening the senior class
met and elected those who are to
serve on the annual staff and pup out
this year's book. Those elected were-- .
Sadie Tooker, business manager;!
Ruth Conrad,
Enid.'
McGee, joke editor;
Louise Wells,
music editor; Lola Hixenbaugh, athletic editor; Theod2re Skinner, liter-ar- y
Phebe Hart, domestic
editor;
science editor; Vivian Hedgcock, calendar of events; Agnea Wilson, man-utraining editor; D. C. Barnette.
assistant business manager. This
staff promises to put out the best annual yet and with the hearty support
of the Bchool there Is no doubt but
what they will succeed in their enterprise.
editor-in-chie-

f;

al

.

The basketball teams are practicing regularly and by January 1 they
will be in excellent condition for any
games that the school can get for
them.
MANY MASQUERS

The masquers at

EXPECTED

the

firemen's

New Year's eve ball will exceed any
Frank Landau delivered his oration previous number ever
Seen) at
and the orchestra rendered several masque ball here,
according to infordelightful pieces. The student body mation handed1 out this morning.
and visitors greatly enjoyed footli the As a rule the
larger part of those who
morningi

music and the oration.

Fiis, Nuts, Etc Etc.

It

The Philoniathean LHerary society
met Wednesday morning and held an
Impromptu program.; The speeches
by the various members were good
and produced much merriment. The
musical selections were good and as
a whole the program was excellent.

There are 10,000 barristers In the
Sullivan of Chicago United Kingdom, and only about 2,000
vocal practice.
several dfilthtful

Mr. Robert

rendered

attend this ball go. to watch the
masquers. However, the heavy requests that have been received by the
firemen for masques this year signify that the attendance will be large.
General arrangements are advancing
as wr!l a can be expected and a
jolly good time is expected.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
you, and invite you to look at their goods.
THE BROWNE THEATRE
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE
THURSDAY. FRIDAY
December

12

and

13

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

The Last Days of Pompeii
6-REB-

Candies. Cigars

25 Cents,

15 Cents

CHILDREN

P ARISTA V IVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED CHINA, GIFT
SHOPPING

BAGS, INITIAL BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE

LATES, HUYLER'S

We

Indian Jewelry, Teneifi
and Mexican drawn work,
Stationery, Post Cards,
Booklets, Picture Frames,

LS-6

ADULTS

ADMISSION,

chrisms

and SATURDAY

11,

ENUINE Navajo and
blankets.
Chimayo
Leather and Beaded
band bags, Penants, Banners, Mexican Filigree nd

Men

GLEANING

CANDIES, FRENCH

PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

MESH

LIGGETT'S

BAGS,

222S&2S2

CHOCO-

BAER'S CURIO

BRASS GOODS.

OUR CANDIES

Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

We will wash your three piece suit In gasoline by modern
.$1.50
machinery and press It for

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTSt
Everything strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome
,

'
i

.

We can Bponge it by the ordinary method and press it

for... 75c

TRY US THIS YEAR.

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

TDE PARISIAN DRY CLEANERS

All Around

Satisfaction

Cards and Monogram

CHRISTMAS CANDY

Stationery

have the finest line of fancy Boxes and Baskets ever
shown in Las Vejfas. Make your selection now ami give
We

Remember our name on
the box, means a lot.

Emenaker

us plenty of time to pack them

Make Good Christmas

Potter Candy Co.

The Jeweler

Presents
A Very Appropriate

t

DON'T FORGET

Christmas Present

A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A pair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top

!

That When in Need of

614 Dougleis Ave.

You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family Liquor Store Main 212, the most
Liquor House' in.
up-to-da- te

the state

I

T3he

Variety Shop

that's the place the people
are talking about for Xmas
picture framing
First In First Served
703

Douglas Ave.

Buy a Perfect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xmas Present
From

II. S. VAN PETTEN
General State Agent

Buy Your Holiday Goods

From

W. F. Doll

'

Optic Publishing Company

Work, Etc.

We Have a Complete Line

Goods
latest designs in
&
domestic fabrics
foreign

of the

JOSEPH KiLLBHAND
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

including filigree and other souvenir goods mate excellent
'
Christmas gifts

OF'

Iloliday Goods
For your Selection. Come early and
avoid the rush

Ccritnxl Drug Co.
GOOOALL, Manager
K. D.

most original line in the West

Sedbino

'' x..ilo''

The Jeweler

East Las Vegas

Up-to-dateTai- lor

Mexican Art Jewelry

We have the

Indian Curios, Real Indian
Pottery, Art Leather, Drawn
509 fitli. St.

i

v

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR DEER

Get Them of The

IF,YOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK

Hedgcock

WOW-ORDE-

YOUR.

j

Will be the result of your
purchase if it comes from
us.

DO IT'

."

rsroT
why
Y M. O. A.

AmpBsmp

YOUR PRESENT
FOR
BOY9
AS
OHlTM
A

Can You Think of a Cctter Present?

-

Bridge Street

FILL

CAFtT.Y

FIT'''

f
tone

tmrn

rHTPS

fade

b!

the

'
S.

Shumate Studio'
are excellent Xmas Gifts.

We've 70 Now Cut Can Take Care ol 'lore

Liian

Vhom Main 221

!""
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PROCLAMATION
half a century ago was crowded oh
Whereas, in conformity with Chap
Sundays with thousands of persons
ter No. 78 of the laws of the state of
who lived In the neighborhood before
New Mexico passed at the second regthe upbuilding of the wholesale dis
ular session of the first legislature of
as
a
trict
business center swept away
II
said state for the year 1915, provitheir residences and drove them to
sion is made for the holding of spe
other quarters. But it Is in the case of
cial elections to regulate the barter,
the old time residents that the most
sale and exchange of intoxicating liinterest centers.
Before, Varick
quors in district designated, within
street was merely a respectable resiany county of New Mexico and a prodential district. Some of the properon
obtained
per
ME"
THE
petition having been filed by quali"SHOW
SENuS
STATE
the
ESTIMATES FOR THE NEXT FIS ty
Trinity corporation
fied electors of the following describSOLACE-MAKERa grant from England in the olden
TO THE
CAL YEAR REACH SURPRIS-INed districts, within the county and
ENTIRE WORLD
FIGURE
days and three story brick, buildings
state aforesaid;
were built on it from time to time. As
Now, Therefore, the Board of Coun
Jefferson City, Mo., Dec. 13. Mil
New York, Dec. 13. Estimates of the years went by the once polished
tfeelr needs for 1914 have been band doorknobs, the dustless stone steps and lions of corn cobs discarded by the ty commissioners of the County of San
ADVER
3d to the board of estimate by the the snow white doors became broken farmers were in 1912 turned into an Miguel, State of New Mexico, on this RATES rOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS
beads of the various departments off, dimmed and tarnished beyond re available and useful commodity worth first Monday of November, A. D. 1913,
connected with the running of the claim and Quality How became the more than half a million dollars by in regular session, does hereby proclaim
municipal government The total ap target of the social investigators who six factories of the state, according and give public notice, that a special Five cents per line each Insertion.
fol Estimate six
ordinary word to a line.
propriations asked for amount to $4$, classed it as dirty, unsanitary and to advance information of the 1913 election will be held within the
of No ad to
described
labor
sta
Red
the
Book
district,
county
of
of
residential
unfit
bureau
lowing
purfor
generally
088,510.65 being an increase of
occupy leaa space than two
All
over the amount required dur- poses. Nevertheless these old tene tistics, given out in bulletin form to San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on llnea
advertisement
charged
Tuesday, December 23rd, A. D. 1913, will be booked at pac actually et
ing the past year. Dig increases are ments are held dear to those to whom day by Commissioner John T.
for the purpose of submitting to the without
asked for by both the fire department they have been homes for many years.
regard to number of word.
The industry is one peculiar to Mis qualified electors of said district the Cash In advlnce preferred.
and the police department, tvo of But the old homes must make room
Father Knickerbocker's biggest Items for the subways and modern office souri. The commodKy is the ordinary question of whether or not the barter,
liof expense. The police commissioner building. Therefore within a few corn cob pipe now smoked In every sale or exchange of intoxicating
as
therein
To
be
shall
be
earth.
civilized
on
of
will
the
quors
have
$18,355,-395.5Row
prohibited
country
cost
will
estimates that it
passed
days Quality
as so many of the landmarks of the more explicit, 28,171,872 cob pipes provided by said act, tpwlt:
to run his department, this
District proposed to be voted for as
an increase of $1,617,324.12 over New York of a century ago have were turned out in 1912 by the six
factories considered in the bulletin. prohibition district.
the amount alloted to him during 1913. gone.
Said district has the same bounThe commodity is known the world
New "H. C. L." Factor Found
For fighting fires the fire commisdaries as Precinct No. 12 of said
An interesting factor in the high over as the "Missouri corn cob pipe."
sioner asks for $9,936,399.46 an
of $990,454.06. Another noted cost of lving was brought to light re Shipments were made, according to county, such boundaries being as
increase is asked by the departbent cently by the reports of the investi- the reports covering 1912, to Canada, follows: on the North by the
OPTIC NUMIEK, MAIN ft,
of health. The 1913 appropriation for gations conducted by the New York Europe, Asia, South America, Africa, Arroyo de Pecos: South by the
top of the hill called Guzano;
this branch was $3,366,219.50. The association for improving the con- Australia and New Zealand, not In
East by line running between or
commissioner of health figures that dition of the poor,, which show that cluding the vast quantity sent Into
MisThe
union.
of
state
the
VJ
every
dividing Las Colonias and Rowe;
it will require $331,005.52 more than out of every dollar the Gothamite
and on the West by the same
that or $3,697,225.02, to do his work pays for food 39 cents go to pay for souri calumet has undoubtedly be
come the harbinger of peace every
line of the precinct running toWANTED A ranch to care for dur
efficiently in 1914. The same ap- the distribution of the product after
since a
the
bulletin
wards the top of the Mesa de
declares,
where,
Is
increase
main
rate
terminal
It
of
reached
the
market.
haa
proximate
ing winter by experienced farmer
Pecos;
tained throughout the list with the In other words a family which spends man cannot smoke a corn cob pipe
and stock man; will stay stated pe
with
exception of the board "of city record, $10 per week for food only receives resting quietly and easily anywhere and the polling place designated
riod if proposition is satisfactory.
same time bear animosity in such district and the election Judg
department of parks In Brooklyn aud in actual value $6.10 worth, the bal- and at the
S, Optic office.
es and Clerks named to conduct said
the department of bridges, these esti- ance going to pay for a poorly man- to anyone.
and
cob
of
1912
The
production
special election at such polling place WANTED Work
mating that they can niaange on a aged system of distribution. The reof. any kind. Re
less appropriation than was required ports show that the total cost of dis- wooden pipes was worth $519,970. The by order of the said Board rendered
to be In before Saturday. Carplies
to
themselves
which
confine
this day, are as follows,
tributing groceries is less than the factories
hy them for 1913.
los B. Archuleta.
Polling Place,
cost of distributing any other food cob pipes at the same time manufac
Plumbing Thieves Cow Rich
stems.
The
extra
1.76O.00O
reed
House of Pablo A. Sena.
Further proof that the hleves of Go- product, it being approximately one- - ture
WANTED Girl for general houseturn out
Election Judges.
tham do not confine themselves whol third of the total cost of the product two wooden pipe plants
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
wooden pipes.
1. Nestor Padilla.
.j
ly to the stealing of money, Jewels to the consumer. The poor consum
cobs
corn
than
less
Not
15,000,000
2. Anastacio Herrera,
and securities, but that they will steal er who lives in the poor section of
TO TRADE For irrigated or dry
of 28.171,'
3. Cosme Esquibel.
almost anything from a stove with a the city is compelled to bear a larger were utilized for the output
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad
to
each
two
bowls
782
Election Clerks.
pipes, allowing
lire in It to a hotel soup kettle, was proportion of the cost of living than
dress H, care Optic.
were
which
those
for
cob
and
1.
figuring
Ortiz.
Casimiro
brought out recently by a committee his more prosperous brother who can
of
manufacture.
the
in
process
2. Pablo A. Sena.
of contractors who complained to the afford to live In a better section for wasted
To each complete pipe, cob and wood and
except as herein otherwise propolice department that an organized the reason that the poor man is oblig
there is at least six Inches of vided, said above special election
gang of plumbing thieves was oper- ed to buy in small quantities and the en,
stem. This means, including the ex shall be held and conducted as pro
ating in the various buildings which expenses of a small store from which tra stems and
FOR SALE Good Singer sewing ma
allowing for waste, vided by law for general elections.
i ni being erected throughout the he buys are greater in proportion that 17,000,000 feet
of various reeds
chine; a bargain. 612 National ave
i v.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
and that during the last 12 than the larger stores. The directors
in
factories
the
nue.
consumed
were
by
months they had stolen more than of the association are In hopes that
this 3rd day of November A. D. 1913
1912. Packed into boxes and prepared
Commission
to
$100,000 worth of plumbfng fixtures
of
the Board
County
they may be able
bring about reor
71 cars, each by
horse; a
The method employed by this gang Is ganization of the whole system of food for shipment, it took
ers of the County of San Miguel, New FOR SALE A
two
or
car
25,000 pounds,
if
taken
once
bargainat
holding
120
v
with
same.
Contractors
distribution and in this way reduce
in open session.
aiways the
size freight trains, to haul Mexico,
Grand avenue.
big jobs usually keep the most of their the cost of living among the poorer average
Board of County Commissioners of
the output of last year of the eight
fittings in a shanty outside the build classes to a great extent.
the County of San Miguel, State of
FOR SALE One upright piano. 307
pipe factories to market.
ing. This shanty as well tse the buildNew Mexico By
Lodging Houses Filled
' The cobs used for the pipe factories
Eleventh street Phone Main 176
Sevis
one
watchman.
When an army of 1,150 tattered,
guarded by
ing
FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
ern! nights before the gang intends to woebegone men, down on their luck were the largest obtainable. Allowing
(Seal)
iiui'te its raid, one or two of the mem- and without a place to sleep descend 100 to the bushel, it indicates 150,000 Attest:
'
the
furnished
all
of
by
bushels
cobs,
bers will scrape up an acquaintance ed upon the city city lodging house
Clerk.
LORENZO
DELGADO,
central
with the watchman and as soon as several nights ago that Institution corn wo'ducing counties of
were used.
Missouri,
to
become
friends
FOR RENT Two room furnished
tthey
they proceed
of
experienced the greatest influx
It took an army of 380 men and 72
house. 921 Lincoln.
get him drunk. While this is going "down and outs" it has ever had. All
PROCLAMATION
were
on the other members of the gang will who applied were given bread and women to make the pipes. They
with
in
conformity
WHEREAS,
cent of the
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total
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year
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made
for
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a
provision
vanized fittings, brass and nickel fau- piers, which the men call "Misery When it is considered that
ac ing of special elections to regulate FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
cets and tools. It is Baid that they Lane" asi it contains no beds and only years ago cobs were a. constantly
employed,
comfortable, furnished
to the average the barter, sale and exchange of iniind a market for their plunder by serves as a shelter from the cold cumulating nuisance not be
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toxicating
could
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selling It to low grade supply houses winds. At 3 a. m. these men were
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or emploping nated within any County of New Mex
"who In turn often resell it to the con- aroused, marched to the lodging house of except by burning
been
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the
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petition
lands
proper
to
fill
swamp
tractor from which it has been stolen fed and turned out to look for work. the cobs
amount of money now realized filed by qualified electors o't the fol
large
at full market prices.
within the
Many of them are not of the tramp
annually through their sale is clear lowing described Dietrict,
-Old Tenements to Go
3
type but men who have come to the profit. These eame factories pay out County and State aforesaid;
old
FOR
EXCHANGE
as
the
famous
Three room house
"Quality Row",
city In hopes of finding work and for rent, taxes and Insurance $3,618
Now, Therefore, The Board of Coun
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good corner will trade for live
'tenements belonging to the Trinity their savings have disappeared until
of
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other
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for
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church corporation are called, is to be they were "cold broke."
San Miguel, State of New Mexico, on
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tenements
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first
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DOING THEIR DUTY
Lame back may come from overa Varick street which is now In the
1913, in regular session, does hereby
muscleB of Scores of East Las Vega Readers are
In
cold
settled
the
lowwork,
of
the
section
busiest
heart of the
and give Public Notice, that WILL buy and sell cattle and horses,
proclaim
the back, or from disease. In the two
of the Kidneys
the
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
Duty
Learning
er west side. Many of their occu- former
a
cases the right remedy Is
special election will be held within
is the kidneys the
N. M.
pants who have lived in them for more BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It To filter the blood
following described District, Coun
over
shuntare
MexIn
to
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rubbed
should
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thoroughly
New
a
of
State
half
century
duty.
than
ty of San Miguel,
part, the relief will be
When they fail to do this the kid- ico, on Tuesday, December 23rd, A.
ed out into the streets to look for new the affected
House of Juan Benvide3, Bot
Price 25c,
and
satisfactory.
prompt
D. 1913, for the purpose of submitting
abodes. Among the buildings to be 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by neys are weak.
N. M.
Springs,
ills
may
Backache and other kidney
razed is the old St. John's chapel which Central Drug Co. Adv,
to the qualified electors of said DisElection Judges:
follow;
trict the question of whether or not
1. Lorenzo Leal, Hot Springs, N. M,
the barter, sale or exchange of inHelp the kidney's do their work.
2. Juan Benavides, Hot Springs,
Use Doan's Kidney Pills the test- toxicating liquors shall be prohibited N. M.
therein as provided toy said Act, tc-ed kidney remedy.
3. Marcelino Lovato, Hot Springs,
East Las Vegas people endorse their wlt: District proposed to be voted for N M.
as Prohibition District
worth.
Election Clerks: ,
Bounded on the East by a line
H. C. Leahy, locomotive fireman,
Jo.se N. Crespin.
, 1.
running North and South through
225 Railroad Ave., East Las Vegas,
2. Felipe Lobato.
the point where the wagon road
N. M., says: "About three years ago
and except as herein otherwise profrom the Town of Las Vegas
ray back and kidneys were giving me
vided, said above special election
trouble. Nothing helped me until 1 crosses the Hot Springs Railway,
shall be held and conducted as pro
which is 1315 feet easterly from
vided by law for general elections.
got Doan's Kidney Pills. They
the Canyon Lime Company Kiln,
In
my
pains
took away the
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
on the West by a north and south
back and put me in good shape
3rd day of November, A. D. 1913,
this
line through the west, boundary
in my back and put me in good shape
Board of County CommissionThe
by
of Section 35, Township 17 North,
ers of the County of San Miguel, New
again. Those who follow railroading
Range 15 East of New Mexico
are often subject to kidney ailments,
Mexico, In open session.
Meridian on the North by a line
and
bad
is
train
of County Commissioners of
Board
the Jolting of the
running easterly and westerly on
the
one doing this work needs a strong
County of San Miguel State of
the
tops of the mountain range
New Mexico. By
back. I am glad that I know of Doan s which bounds
the Gallinas Can-yo- n
can
be
depend
FIDEL ORTIZ Chairman.
as
they
Kidney Pills,
on
the north, on the South
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders ed upon."
Attest:
aud
are caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out For sale by all dealers. Price 50 by a line running easterlymounLORENZO DELGADO, Clem.
on the top of the
westerly
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
STfiAL)
range, which bounds the
positively and permanently cure such troubles is to remove New York, sole agents for the United tain
Gallinas Canyon on the south,
the cause. The reason why Foley Kidney Pills are the best States.
and the polling place designated withmedicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
the name Doan's and in such District and the election
made wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative Remember
Wheezing in the lungs indicates that
Adv.
no
judges and clerks named to conduct phlegm Is obstructing the air passages.
ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these im- take other.
election at such polling BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP
portant and vital organs. See that you get.Fo!ey Kidney Pills Five hundred and forty pounds of said special
so that It can be
of the said Board ren- loosens the phlegm
order
place
by
bladder
are
and
in
troubles.
tonic
action,
for your kidney
They
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
within
heart
the
nnss
blood
this
dered
through
day, are as follows,
50c and 91.00 per bottle. Sold by
quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
a single hour..
RED CRCSS DRUG CO
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Polling Place;
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LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Na
A. M. Regular eosn- 102 Meets every Monday night ai
mnntaftHnn Mm, mnA O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
- third Thurad&r In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eo?
J. C. Wertz, Prea
dially welcome.
brother cordially
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; O. M.
Wtt p. Milla, Baily, Treasurer.
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LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY No. 10.
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic No.
A. Brlnegar, H. P.; F. O. No.
Tempie at 7:30 p. m. p. No.
No.
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ATTORNEY
Meet every Monday evenlne at
their hall on Sixth street All vltftln?
HUNKER Sl HUNKER
brethren cordially Invited to attend
F. D. Fries, N. O.; Qua Lehman, V. G.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hanket
Attorneys-at-LaT. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Werti
New Merle
Treasurer; c. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery Las Vegas,
Trustee.
1.

'

to-wi-t:

,

For Sale

1,000-poun-

d

For Rent

Ellscellansciis

P. O. ELKS Meet
second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue.
Douglas
Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon
II
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-i- you use
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street on the
EMPRESS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Ladies

to-wi- t:

-

xN

always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
President; A. D. Tillman, Flnan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M.
Meets second am
fourth
Thursday evening eacl
month at W. O. W. halL VisiUnj.
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
L. O. O. MOOSE

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuei

giving you

you 'd do soy
way when "'you
leam how Much

1
8
1"

BefcrEMPRESS
FLOUR really is.

!

hi
t:3 to
cj
s

Q.

GO

--

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6A A
STANDARD

S.
1

O

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen or the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Montague, Local Deputy.
Visitlnj
members are especially welcooe anc
cordially invited.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
:curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

g

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

--

Id

--

'

1

a present for doing something

Visiting brothers are cordially
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.
m.

f

It

day of the month in the vestry roomi
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock I

SILVER
FRENCH'
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

EMPRESS
can be ot- tained in this city from

ALL I'GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs, or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
50 Iba, to 200 Iba., Each Delivery
Less than 50 Iba, Each Delivery

per

.-20c

lb.

101

25c per 100 Iba.
per 10 Iba.
40c per
Iba,
per 1H Iba.

1t

.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters. Storera, and Dlatributora ot Natmral Ice, the Purity lag
Whieh Have Made Laa Vera Fanuia.
Lasting Qualities
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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